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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

Signal recovery instruments will always be in demand as long as experiments are 
attempted with progressively smaller samples, weaker concentrations and fainter 
excitations. Nowadays it is more or less standard practice to design experiments 
to take advantage of signal-recovery techniques. Only then does it become 
possible to carry out measurements in the crucial stage of an investigation where 
the signals of interest become obscured by high levels of noise and interference. 
Of all the techniques that have been developed for signal recovery, methods 
based on the phase-sensitive detector and its modern counterpart, the lock-in 
amplifier, are by far the most widely applied in all fields of scientific research. 
Indeed, for many research workers, the terms 'signal recovery' and ‘lock-in 
recovery' are virtually interchangeable.

Fig, 1.1 A general experimental system

To see why this should be the case, let us begin with the general experimental 
system shown in Fig. 1.1. The system could be electrical, mechanical, optical, 
biological or any combination of such systems. The excitation source evokes a 
response in the output and the response is converted to an electrical signal in the 
transducer. We can suppose that the person who devised the experiment has a 
clear idea of how to interpret the signal.

In some experiments it may be essential to recover the entire output signal so that 
its waveform can be made available for analysis. When the signal is obscured by 
high levels of noise, some form of a signal averaging will be necessary and the 
experimenter might specify a multipoint averager or Fourier transform analyser 
for this purpose. Signals of a transient nature, triggered by repetitive pulses from 
the excitation source, are often dealt with in this fashion.

In experiments using 'static' or 'd.c.' excitations the output signal usually appears 
in the form of a slowly varying direct voltage proportional to an experimental 
parameter of interest. Severe measurement problems then result when the voltage 
falls to a level comparable with the error voltages due to offsets and drift in the 
transducer and its associated amplifier.

The temperature-dependent drift of d.c. coupled equipment is usually treated as a 
component in the 1/f noise or flicker noise that plagues low-frequency 
measurements. The effect of flicker noise on the determination of a fixed voltage 
level Vo is shown schematically in Fig. 1.2. The record shows a characteristic 
deviation from the initial condition established at time t = 0, resulting in an 
increasing measurement error as longer observation times are taken.
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Fig. 1.2 D.C. output from an experimental system perturbed by low-
frequency noise

In the light of these problems it is now established practice to interrupt normally 
'static' excitations by providing some form of modulator at the input to an 
experiment. A typical research institute is usually a fruitful source of vibrating 
reeds, rotating discs and other electromechanical 'choppers' that have been 
engineered for this purpose. In most cases the net result is an ON/OFF 
modulation of the excitation source. The output voltage that originally had the 
form shown in Fig. 1.2 is then transformed to a 'chopped' voltage with amplitude 
Vo superimposed on the flicker noise voltage fluctuation. This new situation is 
depicted in Fig. 1.3(a).

Fig 1.3 (a) Switched output voltage obtained by periodically interrupting the 
excitation source; (b)  Output voltage with residual noise after 
high-pass filtering

In practice, the modulation or chopping frequency is usually made as high as 
possible to facilitate separation of the chopped output voltage from low-
frequency noise components. This separation is achieved by using a high-pass 
filter and results in the a.c. signal shown in Fig. 1.3(b). The amplitude of this 
signal is proportional to the experimental parameter of interest and will usually 
vary in the course of an experiment. Note that in Fig. 1.3(b) the short-term noise 
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fluctuations that appeared on the original signal have been transmitted by the 
high-pass filter and so appear in the final output. One way to overcome this 
residual fluctuation, when measuring the signal amplitude Vo, is to apply a 
differential measurement procedure to the output voltage. The idea is to measure 
the mean voltage difference between successive ON/OFF intervals and then 
average results over a number of modulation cycles. An improved estimate of the 
amplitude Vo will be obtained as the overall observation time is increased and a 
greater number of modulation cycles is taken into account.

In 1946, Dicke [1] showed how this type of measurement could be carried out 
automatically by using a phase-sensitive detector. A phase-sensitive detector 
measures the difference voltage of interest by using a synchronous reference
voltage derived from the input modulator. We shall find that detection with 
respect to a synchronous reference enables the use of very long averaging times 
for the purpose of signal-to-noise ratio improvement and that practical systems 
are capable of operating with signals well below the background noise level.

The importance of this capability cannot be overstated since in many experiments 
the noise level due to thermal noise alone may be of the order of several 
millivolts peak-to-peak while the signal of interest has an amplitude measured in 
microvolts. Add to this the effect of incidental pick-up and interference and the 
result is a real signal recovery 'problem' awaiting solution.

In this context, phase-sensitive detectors offer a significant advance over 
alternative amplitude-demodulation schemes employing non-linear devices such 
as envelope detectors. The latter make no fundamental distinction between signal 
and noise components whereas a phase-sensitive detector is engineered to 
respond specifically to the information-bearing signal. If the term signal recovery
implies that we have some prior knowledge of a signal, then the phase-sensitive 
detector is a true signal recovery device in that it takes account of the distinctive 
structure of the signal imposed by the use of a modulated excitation.

A phase-sensitive detector is responsive to the amplitude of a signal but is also 
sensitive to the phase difference between a signal and the derived reference. 
Phase-sensitive detector-based systems can therefore be devised to measure 
variations in both the amplitude and phase of periodic signals in the presence of 
noise and interference. Systems operating on the phase-sensitive detector 
principle are termed lock-in systems and the usual way of introducing a phase-
sensitive detector into an experiment is to use a lock-in amplifier. This term has 
come to mean a free-standing instrument that incorporates a phase-sensitive 
detector, supported by preamplifiers, post-detection amplifiers and a 
comprehensive reference processing section.

A number of lock-in amplifier applications are listed in Appendix 1 which also 
serves to emphasize the widespread use of periodic excitations in experimental 
research. In the majority of cases the signal of interest appears in the output of the 
experiment at the same frequency as the fundamental excitation frequency. This 
certainly includes all measurements where the experimental processes are 
essentially linear insofar as no new frequencies are generated between input and 
output; for example, in a wide range of optical and electronic systems. To this 
broad class of experiments we can add examples where additional frequencies are 
produced, but where, once again, the frequency of interest is identified with that 
of the excitation source or bears a harmonic relationship to it. In any of these 
cases the phase-shift introduced by the experiment might be of interest, but, very 
often, it is sufficient to monitor changes in the magnitude of the output signal. On 
further examination we find that the applications can be broadly divided into two 
main categories. First of all, we have those many areas of activity where lock-in 
systems are used in their long-established role as signal-recovery tools for the 
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measurement of modulated signals in noise. Secondly, there are many examples 
where lock-in systems are used for the precision measurement of signals, in 
situations where signal-recovery capability does not appear to be a prime 
consideration.

This essentially dual function of modern lock-in systems will be emphasized 
throughout the following chapters. When dealing with the principles of lock-in 
detection in Chapter 2 we shall begin along the lines followed by most authors in 
the field of telecommunications under the heading 'synchronous' or 'coherent' 
detection [2 ,3] Beyond this, however, we must improve upon the standard text-
book treatment which is usually very disappointing to those whose interest is in 
experimental applications where signals are very slowly varying or may even be 
'fixed' for the time available for measurement. Also, while some authors 
acknowledge that synchronous detectors are mathematically capable of 
withstanding adverse signal- to-noise ratios we find that very little attention is 
given to the practical aspects of demodulation under such conditions.

This is scarcely surprising since in many communication systems, signal-to-noise 
ratios of less than 10:1 or 20 dB would be considered quite unacceptable, while in 
signal-recovery work a typical starting point is with signal-to-noise ratios of less 
than 1:10, that is 20 dB or worse. We shall therefore find it necessary to discuss 
aspects of linearity and dynamic range and to make the transition from an ideal 
detector model to practical devices furnished with a range of specialist 
specifications. Most of the principles and techniques to be described could apply 
to lock-in amplifiers operating in almost any frequency range. Furthermore, the 
definitions of key specifications are independent of the particular technology used 
in the implementation of the lock-in amplifier. When dealing with 'typical' 
specifications, however, we shall take examples from commercial lock-in 
amplifiers optimized for the low-frequency range extending from less than 1 Hz 
up to a maximum of about 1 MHz. This corresponds to the frequency range in 
which the most significant developments in phase-sensitive detector technology 
have occurred and which satisfies the greatest number of applications.

The object throughout is to present information against a background of 
experimental work and to develop an awareness of the nature of signals and noise 
in experimental systems. The archetypal measurement system introduced at the 
beginning of this chapter will prove to be useful in this respect and is used as the 
basis for a general discussion about signals and noise in Chapter 2 which aims to 
put lock-in detection into a proper perspective. In Chapter 2, and throughout the 
following chapters, the treatment is mainly qualitative, with the principal 
mathematical developments left to the numerous Appendices.

Discussion on lock-in systems in the early chapters is confined to the so-called 
'traditional' or 'conventional' variety of lock-in amplifier where the overall 
handling characteristics are essentially those of the switching phase-sensitive 
detector. These include some undesirable features, notably the susceptibility of 
the phase- sensitive detector to interference signals at the odd harmonics of the 
reference frequency.

The drawbacks of conventional systems are briefly reviewed in Chapter 6 in 
preparation for the following chapters which deal with various 'advanced' systems 
operating on the heterodyne and the pulse-width-modulation principles. Here we 
shall find that the odd harmonic responses referred to above are suppressed 
through more extensive processing of the signal and reference voltages, but that 
the switching phase-sensitive detector is retained on account of its ability to 
maintain linear operation under the most adverse noise conditions. At the same 
time, the more complex system configurations are found to be characterized by a 
number of additional spurious responses which must be minimized at the design 
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stage. There are also certain inevitable trade-offs, notably with respect to 
dynamic range and frequency coverage, which must be taken into consideration, 
and we shall take account of these where appropriate.

Heterodyne and pulse-width-modulation lock-in amplifiers are almost invariably 
supplied and used as self-contained units. In Chapter 7, however, we find that the 
topic of phase-locking bridges the gap between 'conventional' and 'advanced' 
systems in that reference processing can be arranged by using standard modules 
such as phase-sensitive detectors and voltage-controlled oscillators. Readers 
familiar with the literature on this subject will find the approach here heavily 
biased towards locking with noisy signals, the object being to derive a ‘local’ 
reference voltage when this is otherwise unavailable. The treatment is 
unavoidably mathematical in this case, but it is nevertheless intended that non-
specialist readers will benefit from a review of the problems of locking in noisy 
conditions. The optimization procedures described represent but one way of 
approaching the phase- lock problem. They do, however, take account of long-
term variations in signal amplitude, a feature which is noticeably lacking in the 
general literature.

Chapter 10 deals with some of the problems inherent in bringing signal-recovery 
equipment under computer control. Here, as elsewhere, it is hoped that the 
development of ideas will be accessible to readers with an interest in lock-in 
systems as measurement tools but who are otherwise non-specialists in the 
general areas of electronics and telecommunications.

The same remarks apply to Appendices 5 and 6 which give an appraisal of noise 
in amplifiers and the problems associated with signal connections, in particular 
the avoidance of ground loops. It is noted there that lock-in recovery can be a 
more-or-less straightforward business provided that proper attention is paid to 
signal handling. While acknowledging that familiarity with specifications and the 
basic rules of instrument management are best learned 'at the bench', it is hoped 
that the guidelines established in this book are of the sort which make lock-in 
recovery a reasonably exact science and that they will ensure that many common 
pitfalls leading to erroneous or misleading results will be avoided.
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CHAPTER 2 

Basic concepts in lock-in recovery 
 

 

 

2.1 Introduction  
Lock-in amplifiers are characterized by a wide dynamic range which gives the 
ability to measure signals accompanied by relatively high levels of noise and 
interference. It is appropriate therefore to begin with an examination of the signal 
and noise voltages which might appear at the output of an experimental system of 
the general type introduced in Chapter I and, in particular, to identify the 
combinations of signals and noise which give rise to a signal recovery 'problem'. 
As we shall see, a fairly close examination is necessary in order to give substance 
to the vague, if popular, notion of signals 'buried in noise'. We shall then turn our 
attention to methods of signal measurement and outline the principles of 
synchronous detection which underlie the operation of lock-in amplifiers.  

It was shown in the introductory chapter that signal recovery applications of lock-
in amplifiers usually involve the measurement of amplitude variations and - to a 
lesser extent - phase variations of periodic signals. In support of this, Appendix 2 
gives some attention to the structure of modulated signals and gives methods of 
estimating signal bandwidth. In many signal recovery applications, however, the 
signal modulations are relatively slowly varying, not just with respect to the 
excitation frequency but also with respect to observation intervals ranging from 
several seconds up to many hours. Indeed, in many circumstances the signal may 
have fixed characteristics throughout the time available for measurement. We 
shall find in this chapter that many of the important differences between 
synchronous detection methods and other, non-linear, detection methods can be 
readily demonstrated on this assumption.  

This chapter includes an introduction to basic lock-in amplifiers. A brief appraisal 
of the various system components highlights some of the main topics for 
discussion in the chapters to follow. 

2.2 Evaluating the signal recovery 'problem'  
In the following we shall suppose that signals are obtained in the form of a 
voltage variation either directly from an electrical transducer or from a suitable 
combination of transducer and preamplifier. Although of extreme importance, the 
technicalities of amplifier selection and the practicalities of signal connections 
will not be a major concern at this stage; our objective will be to examine the 
general characteristics of signals and noise which might be encountered in the 
course of a typical measurement.  

We define ‘noise’ as all unwanted signals, so all sources of random disturbance 
must be included in its description, together with the effect of more-or-less well-
defined interference originating from neighbouring experiments and installations. 
The broad spectrum of interference phenomena is charted in Appendix 2 and 
includes several well-known - if not notorious - sources such as mains-frequency 
‘hum’, r.f. breakthrough from pulsed experiments and pick-up from t.v. and radio 
transmissions. Interference phenomena in general have a different status to the 
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noise sources that are inherent in the experimental processes under investigation, 
in the amplifying devices employed and in the transducers used to provide the 
output signals. For example, interference effects can often be suppressed - if not 
entirely eliminated - by careful experiment design, so it is useful to make a 
distinction between noise which is fundamental to the system and noise of 
external origin.  

 

 

Fig. 2.1 Typical oscilloscope view of a signal contaminated by noise and 
discrete interference  

At the same time we should not make the mistake of supposing that the system 
noise is so ‘fundamental’ that it cannot be reduced further. In practice there is 
often scope for improvement through selection of amplifiers, a topic which is 
treated at some length in Appendix 5. 

The first direct contact with signals in a laboratory is usually made via an 
oscilloscope. In the case of noisy signals the resulting display is often a confused 
jumble for example. Fig. 2.1 which shows the effect of noise, including discrete 
interference, on a low-level signal.  

The term ‘buried in noise’ seems to be most appropriate here, but in many cases 
this conclusion tells us more about the method of display than it does about the 
signal. Let us look therefore at an alternative way of displaying the characteristic 
of the signal, by using a spectrum analyser.  

The spectrum-analyser approach gives a more explicit and graphical 
interpretation of the relationships between signals and noise in a system. We find 
that by making the transformation from time domain to frequency domain we can 
often sort the signal and noise into their respective categories, a process which 
overcomes the confusing superposition of the time domain picture.  

Fig. 2.2 is such an example and uses the same input voltage as displayed on the 
oscilloscope. The signal is now very much in evidence and well separated in 
terms of frequency from sources of interference such as high-frequency 
breakthrough from a neighbouring experiment. The noise which appeared to 
dominate the oscilloscope display is now seen to be spread quite ‘thinly’ over a 
wide range of frequencies.  
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Fig. 2.2 Spectrum-analyser display of the signal shown in Fig. 2.1. On 

this scale the mains frequency pick-up region is immediately 
adjacent to the zero frequency marker 

The spectrum analyser picture also serves to remind us that many sources of 
interference can be described quite adequately in terms of a ‘line’ spectrum, 
representing the concentration of power at discrete frequencies while the 
fundamental noise and other interference sources give rise to a continuous 
spectrum of noise up to the upper cut-off frequency of the output transducer or 
output amplifier. Appendix 2 gives a breakdown of the principal interference 
mechanisms according to their characteristic frequency ranges and spectral 
signatures, and then gives attention to providing simple mathematical models for 
the various kinds of spectrum which might be encountered in practice. These 
include broadband spectra resulting from thermal noise and shot noise, 
narrowband spectra and the ubiquitous flicker-noise or 1/f noise. The latter is 
associated with a rise in noise power density at low frequencies. These models 
provide the means of estimating the contribution to an observed fluctuation which 
emanates from different parts of the noise spectrum in preparation for the first 
step in signal recovery; this is the elimination of unwanted noise by filtering. 
Thus, given a combination of signal and noise spectra such as that shown in 
Fig. 2.2, we find that there is ample scope for improvement by introducing filters 
to ‘clean-up’ the signal prior to detection. The elimination of unwanted 
components in this way is an important aspect of signal conditioning and is often 
effective in bringing about a substantial increase in signal-to-noise ratio. In this 
example, the use of a bandpass filter centred on the signal component indicated in 
Fig. 2.2 results in the displays shown in Fig. 2.3. The signal of interest is now 
relatively noise-free so that variations in, say, signal amplitude could be 
measured using a conventional a.c. voltmeter without incurring a serious noise 
penalty.  

The idea of noise reduction by bandwidth reduction is of course central to an; 
discussion of signal recovery. If, however, we restrict ourselves to the question of 
signal-to-noise improvement before demodulation, then we find that the benefit 
obtained by signal conditioning can be very limited. 
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Fig. 2.3 (a) Signal of Fig. 2.2 following the introduction of a bandpass 

filter centred on the signal frequency; (b) corresponding 
frequency-domain picture 

To illustrate this let us look at the idealized case shown in Fig. 2.4 where a 
bandpass filter with bandwidth Bo is used to reduce the noise power appearing 
with the signal, leaving the signal unaffected. It is shown in Appendix 2 that the 
noise power is reduced by a fraction Bo/BI where BI is the ‘input’ noise bandwidth 
to the filter. If, at some later stage in the measurement, the signal amplitude 
should be reduced, then the output signal-to-noise ratio can only be maintained 
by a further reduction in filter bandwidth. For example, if the signal amplitude 
falls by a factor of 10 (signal power reduced by 100) the filter bandwidth must be 
reduced to 1/100 of its former value in order to restore the signal-to-noise ratio.  

Clearly, this process cannot be repeated indefinitely. First of all, if the signal is 
carrying modulation it will occupy a finite bandwidth, and this, in turn, will 
determine the smallest filter bandwidth that can be used. Secondly, there are 
practical limits to designing filters with very high selectivity, which, in any case, 
results in a tightly ‘tuned’ measurement system. This, almost invariably, gives 
rise to additional problems such as susceptibility to drift and the inability to 
follow even small variations in signal frequency.  
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Fig 2.4 (a) Spectrum of signal and noise; (b) amplitude response of 

bandpass filter used for noise reduction. In this ideal case, the 
filter signal bandwidth, Bo is equal to the noise equivalent 
bandwidth  

Bearing these points in mind we can make a clear distinction between our 
original example and the case shown in Fig. 2.5. The noise power is now 
concentrated with high density in the region of the signal frequency and the 
signal is over-shadowed by a massive interference component nearby. We are 
now faced with a signal recovery problem of quite a different order, where 
adequate separation of a signal and noise cannot be achieved by filtering and a 
substantial fraction of the noise and interference must filter through to the 
equipment used for demodulation. 

 
Fig. 2.5 Frequency-domain view of a signal recovery ‘problem’  
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In evaluating the effect of noise on a signal, therefore, we are interested more in 
the distribution of the noise components with frequency rather than in the total 
noise power which accompanies the signal. Thus, the total peak-to-peak 
fluctuation which can so seriously obscure an oscilloscope display is not in itself 
sufficient to prevent measurement of a signal, provided that adequate noise 
reduction can be achieved through signal conditioning. If this approach fails, then 
the final outcome of an experiment will depend entirely on the ability of the 
demodulator to function in the presence of noise. 

2.3 Demodulators for signal recovery  
It was suggested in Chapter 1 that the term ‘signal recovery’ implies some prior 
knowledge of a signal and that this knowledge is used to advantage at the point of 
detection.  

The use of signal conditioning filters is an example of how ‘prior knowledge’ of 
the signal can aid the process of detection. Let us now turn our attention to the 
provision of a demodulator and ask: are there any techniques available which take 
specific account of the ‘character’ of the signal imposed by the choice of 
excitation source? In answering this question we would separate the ‘true’ signal 
recovery techniques from those which make no fundamental distinction between 
signals and noise. We would find an essential difference in that demodulators for 
signal recovery are almost invariably supplied with a reference signal which is 
precisely synchronized with the signal of interest. 

 
Fig. 2.6 (a) Incorporation of a synchronous detector in an experimental 

system;  (b) multiplier model for a synchronous detector  

It is the availability of the reference which enables us to exploit the principle of 
synchronous detection referred to in Chapter 1. The use of the term ‘lock-in 
systems’ in this context reminds us that we are dealing with demodulators which 
are ‘locked’ to a signal of interest by virtue of a synchronous or coherent 
reference voltage. Fig. 2.6(a) is fairly typical in that the reference has been 
obtained directly from the excitation voltage at a fixed level.  

The response of a synchronous detector to variations in the amplitude and phase 
of a synchronous signal will be considered in the next section. In general terms, 
operation depends on the high degree of correlation which is known to exist 
between a periodic signal of interest, s(t), and the reference r(t). The presence of 
correlation is tested using the scheme outlined in Fig. 2.6(b), by first multiplying 
the two inputs to form the product 

vp(t) = r(t) [s(t) + n(t)] 

where n(t) represents the entire disturbance due to additive noise and interference.  
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When r(t) and s(t) are closely correlated, their product gives rise to a distinctive 
response which depends upon the amplitude of the signal and its phase relative to 
the reference. For example, in the important case of practical interest where s(t) is 
a sinewave having fixed characteristics during some stage of a measurement, the 
product term r(t)s(t) will give rise to a voltage which includes a constant term 
proportional to signal level. The purpose of the low-pass filter shown in Fig. 
2.6(b) is to separate this voltage from the higher-order products of multiplication 
and allow it to filter to the final output. Regarding the noise, there should be no 
correlation with the reference in this case and the average value of the noise 
product r(t)n(t) is always zero in the final output. The response to a fixed signal is 
quite unambiguous because there is no error due to rectified noise components: 
any residual fluctuations due to noise appear as an a.c. variation which does not 
affect the average value of the ‘true’ output voltage due to the signal. In principle, 
these residual fluctuations can always be attenuated to an acceptable level by 
reducing the bandwidth of the output low-pass filter. This represents the major 
mechanism for signal-to-noise improvement in synchronous detection systems. 

 
Fig. 2.7 Meter indications at the output of: (a) a synchronous detection 

system;  (b) an envelope detector. The ‘true’ deflection due to 
signal corresponds to half-scale in each case 

The response to a signal with changing amplitude will be a varying output 
voltage with additive noise. When the amplitude is changing very slowly we can 
interpret the response as a slowly varying ‘d.c.’ level. In this case an output filter 
with very small bandwidth can be used to smooth the fluctuation due to noise. 
The problem is then to estimate the value of the d.c. component. This might be 
achieved by observing the output on a voltmeter as shown in Fig. 2.7(a). With a 
synchronous detector there is no residual deflection due to rectified noise and the 
desired d.c. response is given by observing the average deflection of the meter. 
Other types of detector, for example envelope detectors, give a meter indication 
characterized by Fig. 2.7(b). Here the response is subject to an error due to 
rectified noise components which contribute to the net deflection of the meter. 
This source of error cannot be removed by using a low-pass filter. The only 
recourse in this case is to eliminate noise components before detection by the use 
of filters tuned to the signal frequency. 

A further point to be noted is that rectifier-detectors are subject to inter-
modulation effects whereby signals and noise become multiplied together. 
Intermodulation is inevitable in any process which depends on a non-linear 
operation such as squaring or envelope detection. The effect can be safely 
ignored at high input signal-to-noise ratios, but when the signal is reduced the 
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intermodulation products dominate and give rise to the phenomenon of threshold 
or signal suppression. This generally occurs at input signal-to-noise ratios below 
about 1:1 and corresponds to a loss of information in that the detector output no 
longer contains a term which is simply proportional to the desired modulation. 

In the light of this general discussion it is evident that ‘ideal’ multiplier 
synchronous detectors do not generate products of the type s(t)n(t); a distinct 
separation between signal and noise is maintained throughout. As a result, the 
residual noise output adds to the desired response. We can say that synchronous 
detectors are linear insofar as the principle of superposition can be applied in 
order to combine the responses due to individual components in the signal and 
noise voltages. 

Let us now turn from these general considerations and look at some specific 
relationships between the reference, signal and noise in a synchronous detection 
system. 

2.4 Operation of synchronous detectors 
2.4.1 Introduction 
We shall begin by summarizing basic mathematical relationships which apply to 
the ideal multiplier followed by a low-pass filter shown in Fig. 2.8.  

 
Fig, 2.8 Synchronous detector with sinewave signal and reference 

A sinewave reference will be used and we shall calculate the response to a single 
sinewave component in the signal path. Signal and reference are conveniently 
expressed in terms of their r.m.s. values Vs and VR: 

s(t) = √2 Vs cos [ωst + φs] 

r(t) = √2 VR cos [ωRt + φR] 

If we now form the product of signal and reference we can separate the result into 
sum and difference components:  

€ 

vp t( ) =VsVR cos ωs +ωR( )t +φs +φR[ ]
+VsVR cos ωs −ωR( )t +φs −φR[ ]

 

This is an operation which will recur in succeeding chapters and which is almost 
invariably linked to the assumption that the low-pass filter cuts off at a frequency 
much less than ωR. In this case the sum-frequency component is effectively 
eliminated from the final output. The fate of the other component will depend on 
the magnitude of the difference frequency Δω = ⎢ωs − ωR ⎢. If this is less than or 
comparable with the bandwidth of the low-pass filter we find that the output 
appears in the form of an alternating or ‘beat’ response at frequency Δω. To 
calculate the magnitude of this response we require the frequency-response 
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function HL(jω) of the low-pass filter. In general, the beat’ component will have 
amplitude  

⎢vo ⎢= VsVRAL(Δω) 

where 

AL(ω) = ⎢HL (jω) ⎢ 

Since AL(ω) has a cut-off well below ωR we find that the system is able to accept 
only those signal components which lie very close to the reference frequency. 
This can be described in terms of a transmission window centered on the 
reference frequency with a characteristic dependent on AL(ω) as shown in 
Fig. 2.9. We can thus argue that the combination of reference, multiplier and low-
pass filter functions as a band-pass system giving a response only to signals in the 
vicinity of the reference frequency.  

 
Fig. 2.9 (a) Frequency-response magnitude of low-pass filter;  

(b) transmission window derived from the characteristics of the 
low-pass filter and centred on the reference frequency, ωR 

2.4.2 Demodulation with a synchronous reference  
Let us now turn to the case of greatest practical significance, where the signal and 
reference are derived from the same source, for example in the experimental 
scheme shown in Fig. 2.10 below. 

The excitation of the experiment is sinusoidal at frequency ωR and provides a 
reference which is to be used for detection of the output signal. The output signal 
appears at the same frequency as the excitation and suffers a phase-shift φs in the 
experiment. The reference is applied to the multiplier via a variable phase-shift 
network. 

 

Fig. 2.10 Using a synchronous detector with a variable phase-shift 
network in the reference path   
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At this stage let us assume that the signal is noise-free. The output from the low-
pass filter can then be calculated by putting ωs = ωR in the results derived earlier. 
For signals with fixed amplitude and phase we obtain the classic phase-sensitive 
response in the form of a d.c. indication:  

vo = kRVs cosφ 

where  

φ = φs − φR 

kR = VRAL(0) 

Usually the reference amplitude is fixed so that kR is a constant scaling factor. 
The response is then simply proportional to the signal amplitude and exhibits a 
phase dependence through the cosine term. Let us now see how the reference 
phase- shifter can be used to measure some specific modulations on the signal. 

2.4.3 Amplitude demodulation 
The reference phase is adjusted to bring the signal and reference in phase at the 
multiplier to give an output: 

 Vo = kRVs  

for 

φR = φs  

The output will follow variations in signal amplitude provided that the low-pass 
filter has a bandwidth wide enough to transmit the modulation signal without 
distortion. For example, when the signal has the form:  

vs(t) = m(t) cos ωot 

the output voltage will be  

vo(t) = kRmF (t) 

where mF(t) is a low-pass filtered version of the modulation signal m(t).1  

In this case the output voltage of the synchronous detector will have a spectrum;  

Vo(jω) = kRM(jω)HL(jω) 

            = M(jω)HD(jω) 

Here, M(jω) is the Fourier transform of the modulation signal and we identify  

HD(jω) = kRHL(jω) 

as the frequency-response function of the synchronous detector.  

2.4.4 Phase demodulation  
To use the synchronous detector as a phase demodulator we must assume that the 
signal amplitude is constant. The first step is to null the output of the detector by 
bringing the signal and reference into quadrature at the multiplier, giving; 

                                                        
1 If we denote the impulse-response of the low-pass filter by hL(t), the filtered version of the 
modulation function will be given by:  

  

where ⊗ denotes convolution. 
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φR = φs − π/2 

If the signal phase subsequently changes by an amount φm the response of the 
detector will be  

vo = kRvs sinφm 

The synchronous detector will operate as a linear phase detector only for small 
phase variations. In this case we restrict the magnitude of φm, so that sinφm ≅ φm 
and obtain the approximately linear response:  

vo ≅ kRvsφm 

Let us now take the general case where φm is a time-varying phase-shift φm(t). 
When ⎢φm(t)⎜ << l this corresponds to low-index phase modulation. We must now 
consider the effect of the low-pass filter on the frequency components of φm(t). If 
the phase modulation has a Fourier transform Φm(jω) the required relationship is  

Vo(jω)  = kRVsΦm(jω)HL(jω)   

            = Vs Φm(jω)HD(jω) 

or, in terms of a time variation;  

vo(t)  = kRVsφm(t) ⊗ hL(t)   

The sensitivity of the system to phase variations is thus proportional to the 
amplitude of the signal. Otherwise, the detector frequency-response function 
HD(jω) plays the same role in amplitude and phase detection.  

2.4.5 Mixed modulations  
In general, we must expect that the signal of interest appears with both amplitude 
and phase modulations, in the form  

s(t) = m(t) cos [ωt + φs + φm(t)]  

If the reference phase is adjusted to bring signal and reference in phase at the 
multiplier such that φs = φR the system response becomes:  

Vo(t) = kRm(t) cosφm(t) ⊗ hL(t)  

        = kRm(t) ⊗ hL(t)  

for ⎢φm(t)⎜ << l radian  

We see that amplitude detection is first-order independent of phase variations on 
the signal. The implication is that small errors in setting-up the ‘in-phase’ 
condition do not seriously affect accuracy when signal amplitude is to be 
measured. Indeed an error of ±10° in the in-phase condition leads to an error of 
only ±1.5 % when measuring the amplitude of a fixed signal.  

It is worth noting that the operation of a synchronous amplitude detector does not 
depend on m(t) being constrained to take only positive values. Negative values of 
m(t) correspond to a phase reversal of the carrier signal which will be faithfully 
reproduced as negative voltages in the output of the detection system.  

Turning now to operation as a phase detector, we have noted that the overall 
response is proportional to signal amplitude. This simple system is therefore 
unsuited to operation as a phase detector when the signal carries amplitude 
modulation.  

More complex systems which involve two synchronous detectors operated in 
quadrature will be considered in later chapters. These systems allow amplitude 
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and phase variations to be measured simultaneously without restrictions on the 
maximum allowable phase shift. The key to this mode of operation lies in the 
phasor representation of the signal and reference voltages given in Fig. 2.11, 
drawn with respect to the reference phase. The output of a synchronous detector 
is now seen to be proportional to the in-phase component of the signal, while 
changing the reference phase by π/2 gives us a measure of the quadrature 
component of the signal. With the possibility of generating these two pieces of 
information we begin to see the potential of synchronous detection systems for 
phasor analysis and signal characterization beyond their traditional role in signal 
recovery. 

 
Fig. 2.11 Phasor representation of a sinusoidal signal drawn with respect 

to reference phase  

2.4.6 Noise rejection  
The response of a synchronous detector to a synchronous signal of fixed 
amplitude and phase is always obtained in the form of a d.c. indication. In 
contrast, asynchronous signals such as noise and discrete interference 
components always give rise to an alternating response in the form of ‘beat’ 
frequency products as discussed in Section 2.4.1. Furthermore, we have seen that 
the only unwanted components which can give rise to spurious outputs are those 
which originate in the immediate vicinity of the reference frequency, confined to 
the transmission ‘window’ defined by the characteristics of the low-pass filter. 
We can conclude, therefore, that the rejection of a large part of the background 
noise spectrum is inherent in the operation of a synchronous detector and that the 
frequency selectivity of the detector is governed by the properties of the low-pass 
filter. In practice, the experimental system itself will set limits to the maximum 
rate of change in the amplitude and phase of the signal of interest. This in turn 
will determine the minimum bandwidth which can be tolerated in the low-pass 
filter if the recovered information is to be transmitted without distortion. In many 
applications this maximum rate of change is deliberately restricted in order to 
achieve the smallest possible value of output bandwidth and so enhance the noise 
rejection properties of the detector (for example, by reducing the scan rate of 
spectrometers and swept-response analysers). The case of a signal accompanied 
by a wide band of white noise is given consideration in Appendix 3. Because of 
the inherent linearity of synchronous detectors we find that the classic noise 
reduction formula can be applied to calculate the signal-to-noise improvement 
obtained by demodulation. This is defined in terms of the ‘output’ signal-to-noise 
ratio (SNRo) of the recovered information signal and the ‘input’ signal-to-noise 
ratio (SNRI) of the modulated signal. The latter is assumed to appear in white 
noise with bandwidth BI. For the recovery of amplitude modulation we have  

€ 

Improvement factor =
SNRo

SNRI
=
BI

Bo
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where Bo is the (noise) bandwidth of the low-pass filter, set to a value just wide 
enough to pass the modulation signal.  

The use of the filter noise bandwidth ensures that noise transmitted in the ‘tails’ 
of the filter beyond the signal cut-off frequency is accounted for in the 
calculation. The noise bandwidths of several important filter types are given in 
Appendix 4.  

To conclude this section let us review some of the practical advantages of 
synchronous detection schemes compared with methods of non-linear detection. 
We can begin with Fig. 2.12 which compares the signal-to-noise improvement 
obtained for amplitude demodulation using a synchronous demodulator and an 
envelope detector.  

 
Fig. 2.12 Comparison of input and output signal-to-noise ratios for (i) an 

envelope detector and (ii) a synchronous detector 

For a valid comparison to be made we must ensure that the systems are identical 
with respect to the noise-rejection filters used before and after demodulation. We 
find that for strong signal conditions the two methods are comparable. The 
improvement factor is constant here, with SNRo strictly proportional to SNRI (a 
discrepancy of a few dB is barely significant in signal recovery terms). The 
situation is quite different, however, when the input signal-to-noise ratio is low. 
The synchronous demodulator is capable of maintaining a constant improvement 
factor for all levels of SNRI whereas the envelope detector deteriorates rapidly 
when the input ratio falls to about 1:1. In the region below threshold the output 
signal-to-noise ratio of the envelope detector falls faster than SNRI, and the 
demodulated output becomes grossly distorted.  

In addition, the performance of the envelope detector is degraded for signal-to- 
noise ratios which would normally be considered quite favourable in a signal 
recovery context. We therefore find it necessary to provide noise suppression 
filters centred on the signal frequency to ensure a high signal-to-noise ratio before 
detection. In difficult conditions this probably means that we require highly 
selective tuned circuits which are subject to drift and other temperature effects 
and which render the system incapable of operation if the signal frequency is 
changing by accident or design.  

Synchronous demodulators, and hence lock-in systems, are normally operated 
without front-end filters and the final noise rejection takes place by averaging in a 
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low-pass filter which follows the multiplier. This final bandwidth need be no 
wider than to transmit the information signal without distortion. In many 
applications the signal variations are of such a long-term nature that a final 
bandwidth of a few hertz may be quite adequate. The practical significance of 
defining such a narrow bandwidth by means of a low-pass filter, rather than by 
using a highly selective bandpass filter at the signal frequency, cannot be 
overstated. As a direct result we find that lock-in systems are ideally suited to 
swept-response measurements. By using a swept reference, it is possible to track 
signals over many decades of frequency.  

A plot similar to Fig. 2.12 can be drawn to show the occurrence of a noise 
threshold in systems used for phase demodulation. Lock-in systems are free of 
this effect for small index phase variations but this aspect is rather overshadowed 
by the growth in importance of lock-in systems used for precision measurements 
of amplitude and phase on relatively ‘clean’ signals.  

This is a relatively new development brought about by improvements in 
electronic circuit and system design during the last decade and which will be 
given due attention in the following chapters.  

2.5 Basic lock-in amplifiers  
2.5.1 Introduction  

 
Fig. 2.13 A basic lock-in amplifier  

The requirements of a basic lock-in system are shown in Fig. 2.13. Although such 
a system could be built up by interconnecting individual units, the purchase of a 
lock-in amplifier usually represents a more cost-effective approach. Lock-in 
amplifiers incorporate all the features of Fig. 2.13 in a single unit which is 
optimized for operation over a range of frequencies. The major advantages of 
using an integrated system of this type are that the controls are calibrated directly 
in terms of full-scale sensitivity for a synchronous signal and that the relative 
phase of the signal and reference channels can be maintained to within close 
limits over the recommended frequency range.  

Let us now identify the essential requirements of each main block in the lock-in 
amplifier and take the opportunity to review some practical aspects of lock-in 
operation.  
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2.5.2 The signal channel  
An amplifier is necessary to bring the signal to a level sufficient to overcome the 
self-noise of the multiplier, and the provision of switched gain permits the 
sensitivity of the system to be varied. As shown in Fig. 2.13 lock-in amplifiers 
are usually provided with an optional range of preamplifiers. The objective here 
is not merely to boost the gain but to provide an optimum noise match to the 
signal source. In this way we can ensure that the spectrum of noise in the vicinity 
of the signal frequency is not enhanced at the expense of the signal due to an 
excessive noise contribution from the amplifier. The main considerations in 
choosing a suitably ‘low-noise’ amplifier are reviewed in Appendix 5. An 
associated problem is the occurrence of ground loops and pick-up in a complex 
experimental system which serve to degrade the signal-to-noise ratio even 
further. This topic is discussed further in Appendix 6 which outlines a basic 
stratagem for making interconnections between instruments. 

2.5.3 Signal conditioning  
As we have seen, there is no fundamental requirement to ‘clean up’ the signal 
prior to detection in a synchronous system. It might seem surprising, therefore, 
that many lock-in amplifiers are provided with an array of filters for this very 
purpose.  

The reason is that signal conditioning is often an essential step when a high 
amplification factor is required to obtain the required system sensitivity. If a 
substantial fraction of the noise and interference were not eliminated in this way 
the amplifier could be driven into saturation at an undesirably low gain factor. 
The resulting distortion and intermodulation would then seriously degrade system 
performance.  

Practical multiplier circuits are similarly designed to cope with a specified range 
of signal and noise voltages, so that a degree of signal filtering might be 
necessary to protect the vital detection process against overload. In either case, 
the main target in providing filters is often the spectrum of discrete interference 
components. If an electronic circuit is to saturate on noise it will most likely be 
the discrete frequency components occurring at large peak-to-peak values which 
make the greatest contribution.  

A review of the main types of signal-conditioning filter is given in Appendix 4, 
which describes their frequency-response characteristics and catalogues their 
noise bandwidths. Of these, one of the most useful is a sharply tuned ‘notch’ filter 
which can be used to suppress a dominant interference component, say at mains 
frequency. The remaining components can then be reduced along with the out-of-
band noise by the use of high- and low-pass filters as indicated in Fig. 2.14.  

The attenuation of the remaining discrete frequency components will be 
obtainable from the amplitude responses of the filters which combine to form a 
band-pass response extending from fL to fH. In an extreme case a resonant filter 
tuned to the signal frequency might be used, but, as we have seen, this would 
introduce undesirable features which we have been so anxious to avoid in 
electing to use a lock-in system. The effects of introducing a tuned filter in the 
signal channel are discussed further in Chapter 4. For the moment it is sufficient 
to note that the inclusion of filters in the signal channel introduces undesirable 
restrictions on a signal recovery system and even the most simple high-pass or 
low-pass filter introduces a phase shift which must be compensated in the 
reference path. Fortunately, the capability of modern systems is such that filtering 
can be kept to a minimum in all but the most demanding of applications. 
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Fig 2.14 (a) Spectrum of fundamental noise; (b) amplitude spectrum of 

signal and discrete interference;  (c) combined amplitude-
response characteristic of a mains-frequency notch filter, a high-
pass filter cutting off at fL and a low-pass filter with cut-off 
frequency fH   

2.5.4 The multiplier  
The basic principles of synchronous detection have been established in terms of 
an ‘ideal’ multiplier which can maintain its performance under all applied levels 
of signals and noise. If the advantages cited in Section 2.4 are to be realized, 
therefore, practical multipliers must possess exceptional dynamic range. 
Otherwise, departures from linearity under conditions of even moderate signal-to-
noise ratio will give rise to intermodulation effects and the eventual suppression 
of the desired response.  

A major objective in the past has been to identify those circuit configurations 
which offer the widest dynamic range in order to maximize the signal recovery 
capability of practical systems. These efforts have resulted in the almost universal 
adoption of the switching multiplier or phase-sensitive detector which is found at 
the heart of all lock-in recovery systems. The essential difference in this case is 
that the multiplier is now driven by a squarewave switching waveform that is 
precisely synchronized to the applied reference waveform as described in the next 
section.  

The operating characteristics of phase-sensitive detectors are dealt with in some 
detail in the next chapter and it is shown there how the properties of a 
synchronous detection system are modified by the inclusion of a switching 
multiplier. On the basis of our discussions so far we can emphasize the need for 
good dynamic performance and note that linearity at the point of detection must 
be supported by linearity elsewhere in the system. As we have seen, this applies 
mainly to the signal-channel amplifier, which is expected to handle small signals 
accompanied by relatively large noise and interference voltages. Not surprisingly, 
we find that commercial systems are rigorously monitored to detect the onset of 
overload at all critical points and that the allowable range of voltages for linear 
operation is clearly specified.   
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2.5.5 The reference channel  
The phase-sensitive detector is supported by a reference channel which supplies 
the precise switching waveform required for signal detection. The switching 
waveform is triggered in the first instance from the positive zero crossings of an 
applied reference waveform as shown in Fig. 2.15, and is always arranged to be 
precisely symmetrical irrespective of the symmetry of the original reference 
input. The displacement φR is usually introduced by means of a calibrated phase 
control. In a ‘broadband’ reference channel this phase-shift can be maintained to 
a high degree of precision over a wide range of reference frequencies and the 
symmetry of the switching waveform is rigidly controlled.  

 
Fig. 2.15 (a) Reference input; (b) Symmetrical switching waveform 

triggered from (a) and phase-shifted φR 

Provided the phase conventions are observed there is no ambiguity in defining the 
phase shift of the (internal) reference switching waveform with respect to any 
applied (external) waveform. Fig. 2.16 gives an example where a non-sinusoidal 
reference waveform is available. The ‘zero phase’ switching waveform is 
generated in synchronism with the positive zero crossings of the applied 
reference and a phase shift of 90° corresponds to displacing the reference  

 
Fig- 2.16 (a) Non-sinusoidal reference waveform; (b) ’zero phase’ 

reference switching wave form; (c) switching waveform 
displaced by 90º  
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switching waveform by one quarter of a reference cycle. Phase-shift controls are 
usually provided in the form of a continuously variable adjustment covering the 
range 0º–100°, together with 90° and 180° pushbuttons for quadrant selection.  

In addition, even the most basic lock-in amplifier is usually provided with a '2f' 
facility whereby the system becomes synchronized at the second harmonic of the 
applied reference waveform. The 2f mode is normally made available by 
pushbutton selection up to reference frequencies of one half the maximum value 
allowed in normal operation   

2.5.6 The low-pass filter  
The low-pass filter provided with the majority of lock-in amplifiers is based on 
either a single-section or two-section RC filter giving a roll-off of 6 dB or 12 dB 
per octave beyond the cut-off frequency. A range of bandwidths is supplied and 
the range switch is almost invariably presented as a time-constant control, that is 
in terms of the characteristic time T0 = RC of the filter. The characteristics of 
these filters are presented in Appendix 4. In calculations involving noise, the 
noise bandwidth of the filter must be used, the appropriate values being 
1/(4T0) Hz for a single section filter and 1/(8T0) Hz for a two-section filter. The 
smaller value of noise bandwidth for the filter with sharper roll-off reminds us 
that it is more effective in suppressing noise at frequencies beyond cut-off. Also, 
it should not be forgotten that the signal bandwidth of a two-section filter is 
smaller than that of the corresponding single-section filter; the bandwidth 
B = 1/(2πT0) gives the −6 dB frequency in the first case and the −3 dB frequency 
in the second.  

In the majority of experiments it is advisable to use the smallest possible value of 
time constant to ensure that the response of the lock-in amplifier is not too 
sluggish. The settling time of the filter is important in this context since it takes 
account of the recovery of the filter following a ‘step’ change in signal level. This 
could also apply to an increment in sensitivity caused by range switching or to 
switching a phase increment in the reference channel. The step responses of the 
two filter types are shown in Fig. 2.17.  

 
Fig. 2.17 Step responses of R-C low-pass filters.  
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We find that a settling time of four time constants brings the output of the single-
section filter to within 2% of its final value while the two-section filter output is 
in error by 10%. For a given value of time constant, therefore, we must be 
prepared to trade noise rejection for the ability to follow a changing signal. 
Clearly, for time constants of 10 s or greater, the settling time can become a 
major factor.  

In this respect it should be noted that both the settling time and the mean-square 
fluctuation due to residual noise in the filter output are reduced in proportion to 
the time constant setting. Using the results of Appendix 3 with the appropriate  
value of noise bandwidth for the low-pass filter, we obtain improvement factors:  

I1 = 4BIT0,   6dB/octave filter  

I2 = 8B1T0,  12dB/octave filter  

where B1 is the input noise bandwidth.  

The improvement factors refer to the mean-square fluctuations attending the 
signal before and after detection. Since, in most practical cases, the r.m.s value of 
a signal is of interest, it is usual to consider the r.m.s. value of the output 
fluctuation. Thus, increasing the time constant by a factor x increases the settling 
time by the same amount but brings a reduction of only √x in the r.m.s. value of 
the noise measured on an output meter or chart recorder. 

2.6 Signal recovery ‘capability’  
The word ‘capability’ is used throughout the literature supplied by lock-in 
amplifier manufacturers. ‘Capable’ systems are those which can withstand the 
effect of massive levels of noise while maintaining a linear response to a 
synchronous signal. When dealing with theoretical models we can assume infinite 
‘capability’. Also we find that the signal-to-noise improvement obtained through 
synchronous detection is limited only by the minimum allowable output 
bandwidth. As we have seen, this depends upon the nature of the recovered 
information signal: if the signal parameters are effectively fixed for the duration 
of a measurement the output bandwidth can be made very small and the potential 
for signal-to-noise improvement is correspondingly high.  

In a practical experiment the improvement factor must bridge the gap between the 
input signal-to-noise ratio, SNRI and the desired output signal-to-noise ratio, 
SNRo. SNRI must, of course, be restricted in order to preserve linear operation 
while the improvement factor should be achievable within the time set aside for 
the experiment. If an arbitrarily long time is not available for measurement the 
desired improvement factor might not be attainable even though the input signal-
to-noise ratio lies within the ‘capability’ of the lock-in system. The following 
discussion will provide a valuable perspective on system performance when we 
consider aspects of specification at a later stage.  

Let us begin by supposing that we have a sinusoidal signal appearing against a 
background of white noise with bandwidth BI. In order to maximize the prospects 
of recovery we shall assume that the amplitude and phase of the signal are fixed. 
We can then choose whatever output bandwidth we wish without being 
constrained to respond to variations in signal level. 

The improvement factor brought about by synchronous detection is B1/Bo, where 
Bo  is the noise bandwidth of the output filter. The output signal-to-noise ratio is 
therefore 
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SNRo =
B1
Bo
× SNR1 

The normal experimental procedure is to select Bo to give an acceptable value of 
SNRo for a given value of input signal-to-noise ratio. The problem arises when 
the required value of Bo is so small that it results in an excessively sluggish 
response and inconveniently long settling time in the output circuit. Under these 
circumstances we must either accept a lower value for SNRo or conclude 
reluctantly that the input signal-to-noise ratio is too low to permit measurement to 
the required precision in the available time.  

At a time constant of 100 s the response of a synchronous detector is such that a 
settling time approaching 10 minutes is required to recover from the slightest 
disturbance in the signal. In many circumstances therefore, an output signal-to-
noise ratio of about 1:1 would represent a reasonable limit to detection in view of 
the length of time required to average the response from the residual noise 
background. Let us therefore limit the maximum time constant to 10 s and 
demand that the output indication appears with a signal-to-noise ratio of about 
10:1 (that is about 3:1 in terms of r.m.s. fluctuation). Putting Bo = 1/(8T0) with 
T0 = 10 s, we obtain the following bound on the input signal-to-noise ratio: 

SNR1 > 1/(8B1)   (B1 given in hertz)  

For detection of audio-frequency signals in an input bandwidth of about 10 kHz 
we find that for reasonable precision at a moderate observation time the input 
signal- to-noise ratio must be better than 1/80 000 (−50 dB). If the noise appears 
in a wider bandwidth (with a correspondingly lower noise density in the vicinity 
of the signal) or if a larger time constant can be tolerated, the limit could be 
relaxed to about −60 dB. This corresponds to measuring the amplitude of a 
100 µV signal in a noise background of 100 mV r.m.s. Even at this level, the 
achievable performance falls well short of the popular notion of recovering 
signals from 100 dB of noise. What is important here is that we have reached this 
conclusion without referring to linearity or the ability of electronic circuits to 
function correctly with noisy inputs. It would appear that a lock-in amplifier 
capable of handling signals in the presence of 60 dB of wideband noise would be 
able to fulfil all but the most demanding of measurement tasks. Unfortunately, the 
simple calculations given here refer only to disturbance by white noise, whereas 
this idealized situation is rarely observed in practice. It can safely be assumed that 
the most spectacular claims in respect of lock-in amplifier ‘capability’ refer to 
disturbance by narrowband noise or to large-scale interference components 
appearing at frequencies well removed from any transmission ‘windows’ 
associated with the phase-sensitive detector. 
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CHAPTER 3 

Phase-sensitive detectors 
 

 

 

3.1 Introduction 
The wide dynamic range of modern lock-in amplifiers results from the use of a switching 
multiplier as a synchronous detector. The adoption of a switching circuit leads to a degree of 
precision which cannot be matched by ‘true’ multipliers and, moreover, has the added 
advantage of operational simplicity. This is evident from the block diagram given in Fig. 3.1. 

 
Fig 3.1 Phase-sensitive detector: principles of operation 

We shall find it convenient at this introductory stage to maintain a distinction between the 
switching network and the low-pass filter in the output circuit. For the most part, however, we 
will conform with the usual practice of referring to the entire combination as a phase-sensitive 
detector1. Thus, when we come to consider the specification of phase-sensitive detectors it 
will be the behaviour of the switch/filter combination which is of interest. 

In line with comments made in the Preface we shall be concentrating on the systems aspects 
of phase-sensitive detectors rather than on detailed circuit implementations. Those with an 
interest in circuit techniques are recommended to read the paper by Carter and Faulkner [1] 
which contains several circuit configurations of phase-sensitive detectors and examines 
sources of error in practical designs. This paper is one of the very few published accounts 
where the level of treatment is appropriate to the performance of commercial systems. 

                                                        
1  The alternative forms, ‘mixer’ and ‘demodulator’, are widely used. 
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3.2 Principles of operation 
The key to the operation of the phase-sensitive detector is the two-state switch which is 
controlled electronically from the reference voltage. The switch changes position between 
points A and B as the reference changes polarity. This action gives a systematic change of 
gain between +1 and −1 in the signal path.  

We shall be considering the classic operation in which the phase-sensitive detector spends 
equal times in its two states, an arrangement which gives rise to the well known waveforms of 
Fig. 3.2 

 
Fig 3.2 Waveforms in a phase-sensitive detector operating with an in-phase 

sinewave signal 

In Fig 3.2, the sinewave signal and applied reference are precisely in phase. The reference 
changes polarity in a symmetrical fashion, in step with the signal, and so causes full-wave 
rectification of the signal at the switch output. 

The output of the switch is then applied to the low-pass filter which smooths out the ripple 
component and delivers a d.c. voltage which is proportional to the amplitude of the signal. 

 
Fig. 3.3 Waveforms in a phase-sensitive detector for different phase conditions:      

(a) φ  = 180°; (b) φ  = 90°; (c) arbitrary phase
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In most applications the signal and reference will not arrive at the phase-sensitive detector 
exactly in phase; hence, Fig. 3.3(a) which shows the effect of a phase reversal, giving a 
negative d.c. level, and Fig. 3.3(b) which shows the output when the phase displacement is 
90°. In this case the output from the switching stage is a bipolar waveform which averages to 
zero and gives no net response from the low-pass filter. Finally, Fig. 3.3(c) shows the output 
at some intermediate value of phase shift, giving a d.c. level somewhere between the positive 
and negative maxima obtained with φ = 0° and φ = 180°. 

To determine the exact relationship between signal and reference, we recognize that the 
switching operation is equivalent to multiplication of a signal by a squarewave taking values 
of +1 and −1. We can therefore use the ideal multiplier model shown in fig. 3.4 where the 
reference waveform has the Fourier series representation 

€ 

r(t) =
4
π
[cos(ωRt +φR) −

1
3
cos 3(ωRt +φR) +

1
5
cos5(ωRt +φR) − ...] 

Fig 3.4(b) shows the switch output for the case where the signal and reference are 
asynchronous. The switched signal has zero average value and its general form can be 
obtained by forming the product: 

€ 

vp(t) = r(t)s(t)  

where 

€ 

s(t) = 2Vs cos(ω st +φ s)  

Multiplying term by term and separating into ‘sum’ and ‘difference’ components we obtain 

€ 

vp(t) =
2 2Vs

π
[cos(ωRt ±ωst +φR ±φs) −

1
3

cos(3ωRt ±ωst + 3φR ±φs)

           +
1
5

cos(5ωRt ±ωst + 5φR ±φs) − ...]
 

The development is thus similar to the case of the ‘ideal’ synchronous detector discussed in 
Section 2.4. For synchronous operation we put ωs = ωR and, as before, we assume that the 
low-pass filter cuts off well below the reference frequency. This eliminates multiplier 
products at frequencies 2ωR, 4ωR, 6ωR, etc. from the final output which contains only the 
phase-sensitive d.c. component: 

€ 

Vo =
2 2
π

VsAL(0)cos(φR −φs)  

Here, AL(0) gives the magnitude of the filter response at zero frequency. 

Apart from a scaling factor, the response of a phase-sensitive detector to a synchronous 
sinewave is identical to that of an ideal multiplier-detector operating with a sinewave 
reference. The essential difference in this case is that the phase-sensitive detector will also 
give a phase-sensitive d.c. output in response to signals at frequencies 3ωR, 5ωR etc. This is 
shown in Fig. 3.5 for a sinewave signal at the third harmonic of the reference frequency. The 
relative sensitivity of the detection system at these additional frequencies is 1/3, 1/5 and so 
on, corresponding to the relative magnitudes of the reference Fourier components.   

A detection system with this property is said to be harmonically responding. We shall find 
that there is minimal practical advantage in having a harmonically responding system; indeed, 
the additional responses are frequently dismissed as ‘anomalous’ or ‘spurious’. In later 
chapters, we shall be investigating ways in which the harmonic responses can be suppressed 
by improved system design. It is significant, however, that all these improved systems 
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continue to rely on a switching phase-sensitive detector to provide the dynamic range 
essential for signal recovery operation.  

 
Fig 3.4 (a) Ideal multiplier model for a phase-sensitive detector; (b) output from 

switch, before low-pass filter, for a sinusoidal signal with ω s < ωR

 
Fig. 3.5 Waveforms in a phase-sensitive detector for a signal synchronized to the 

third reference harmonic 

3.3 Harmonic transmission windows 
The idea of a transmission ‘window’ was introduced in Chapter 2 as a convenient way of 
representing the response of a synchronous detector to signals with frequencies close to the 
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reference frequency. If we now consider the effect of using a squarewave reference waveform 
we find that the additional harmonic components lead to the set of transmission windows 
illustrated in Fig. 3.6. 

The transmission windows are centered on the odd harmonics of the reference frequency and 
the maximum magnitude of each window is weighted by the magnitude of its associated 
reference Fourier component. Before a signal can produce a response at the output of the 
phase-sensitive detector it must lie within one of the transmission windows. In order to 
produce a ‘true’ d.c. response, a signal must be synchronous with one or more of the 
reference Fourier components as was shown in Fig. 3.5. Otherwise, the output will appear as 
an alternating ‘beat note’ at the difference frequency between the signal and the centre 
frequency of the transmission window. 

 
Fig. 3.6 The first five harmonic transmission windows of a switching phase-sensitive 

detector 

 
Fig. 3.7  The Kth transmission window of a phase-sensitive detector corresponding to 

a 6 dB/octave low-pass filter with time constant To  
The amplitude response of the noise equivalent filter is shown as a dashed 
characteristic

Fig. 3.7 shows the form of one of these windows obtained when a low-pass filter having a 
roll-off of 6dB/octave is used to follow the switching stage. It is centered on the harmonic 
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frequency KfR where K takes values 1, 3, 5 etc. The −3 dB and noise bandwidth are always 
independent of the centre frequency. 

The practical importance of the transmission windows stems from the fact that they represent 
frequency regions where the phase-sensitive detector is susceptible to large-scale discrete 
interference components. ‘Ideal’ synchronous detectors operating with a sinewave reference 
are, of course, relatively immune to such components unless they originate very close to the 
reference frequency. The additional susceptibility of switching phase-sensitive detectors to 
interference above the reference frequency, together with possible measurement ambiguities 
resulting from a harmonically responding system, can be a severe limitation in some 
circumstances. Some of the problems associated with the harmonic responses are discussed in 
Chapter 6. 

3.4 Noise bandwidth of phase-sensitive detector 
When a signal in broadband noise is measured using a phase-sensitive detector, the post-
detection noise output is increased over the level which would be calculated for a multiplier-
detector using a sinewave reference. This is because of the effect of the additional 
transmission windows which are able to ‘leak’ noises through to the final output. 

The total effect for a band of white noise can be calculated with the help of Figs. 3.7 and 3.8. 

 
Fig. 3.8 Calculation of noise output from a phase-sensitive detector for a white-noise 

output.  Each transmission window is replaced by a rectangular noise 
equivalent window with Bandwidth 2Bo 

The noise bandwidth of each transmission window is given by 2B0 where B0 is the noise 
bandwidth of the low-pass filter. The noise outputs due to components which fall within each 
window will have mean-square values proportional to WN B0, where WN is the spectral 
density of the white noise.  

The mean-square value of the noise transmitted by the fundamental window can be written as 

€ 

n1
2 = aNWNB0 

where the constant aN takes account of the scaling factor of the phase-sensitive detector and 
any associated amplifiers (see Appendix 3). 
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To calculate the noise output from any other window we must include a weighting factor 
which depends on the magnitude of the associated Fourier component. The noise output from 
a window from the Kth harmonic is therefore 

  

€ 

nK
2 = aNWNB0 /K 2,   K = 3, 5, 7 … 

There is no coherence in the noise contributions from the individual transmission windows. 
This means that the total noise output can be obtained directly by summing mean-square 
values. We obtain 

€ 

nT
2 = aNWNB0 1+1/9+1/25+ ...( )  

Noting that 

€ 

1/(2n +1)2
n=0

∞

∑ = π2 /8  

We obtain a total mean-square noise voltage: 

€ 

nT
2 =

π2

8
aNWNB0 ≅1.23× aNWNB0  

This result shows an increase of only 23% over the mean-square noise transmitted by the 
fundamental window and represents an increase of around 11% in the r.m.s. output 
fluctuation. We can conclude that for white noise the effect of noise in the higher-order 
windows is negligible in practical terms. However, for exact calculations, the standard noise 
reduction formula derived in Appendix 3 for an ideal synchronous detector can be modified to 
give a less optimistic improvement factor.   

€ 

SNRI
SNRo

=
BI
B0
×8 /π2  

Here, BI is the input noise bandwidth and π2B0/8 is the exact noise bandwidth of the phase-
sensitive detector. 

3.5 Non-sinusoidal signals 
3.5.1 Introduction 
So far, the properties of synchronous detection systems have been discussed solely in terms of 
sinusoidal signals. We shall now extend the discussion to include all types of periodic signal 
and pay particular attention to some waveforms which have special practical importance. 

We shall assume that a synchronous reference squarewave is available for detection of the 
signal. In practice, this would usually be generated by a reference unit of the type described in 
Section 2.5.5, triggered in the first instance by the positive zero crossings of an applied 
reference voltage. 

A problem which is common to many measurements involving phase-sensitive detectors is to 
introduce the reference switching waveform in the correct phase to maximize the d.c. 
response to a given signal. This must often be achieved under noisy conditions for a signal 
where the d.c. response varies with the reference phase setting in a complicated way. 

In the special case of sinewave signals we have seen that the switching phase-sensitive 
detector response follows a cos law, where represents the relative phase of the signal and 
switching waveform measured at the phase-sensitive detector. The following procedure can 
therefore be adopted to adjust the phase of the detection system, starting from an arbitrary 
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initial phase condition. First, the phase-sensitive detector output is ‘nulled’ by adjusting the 
reference phase. This enables a quadrature condition at the phase-sensitive detector. The 
desired ‘in-phase’ condition is then obtained by shifting the set phase by 90°. For a sinewave 
signal the ‘in-phase’ reference setting arrived at through this procedure maximizes the 
response of the detection system. In practice, the ‘null’ point can be determined with high 
accuracy even when the signal is extremely noisy and the procedure defines a precise and 
repeatable reference condition for subsequent measurements. 

This approach to setting the phase of a phase-sensitive detector is widely applied to periodic 
signals of all shapes and forms. This procedure is often justified on the assumption that a 
phase displacement of 90° from the null-point automatically maximizes the response of the 
phase sensitive detector to all types of periodic signal. Unfortunately, this is not necessarily 
the case as we shall see in the following section. 

3.5.2 General considerations 
Let us take a periodic signal with fundamental frequency ω0 having a Fourier description 

€ 

s(t) = αn
n=1

∞

∑ cos nω0t + βn
n=1

∞

∑ sinnω0t  

In describing s(t) we have omitted a d.c. component since, in practice, signals are invariably 
a.c. coupled prior to phase-sensitive detection. 

The signal is switched by a synchronous squarewave with the Fourier series: 

€ 

r t( ) =
4
π

−1( )n
n=0

∞

∑
cos 2n +1( ) ω0t +φR( )[ ]

2n +1( )
 

where φR is the phase of the reference unit defined with respect to an externally applied 
reference waveform. 

The d.c. response of the phase-sensitive detector is obtained by forming the product s(t)r(t) 
and extracting the difference-frequency terms at zero frequency. Since the reference 
comprises only odd harmonic components it is only the odd harmonics of the signal which 
enter the calculation. We obtain an output voltage:∗ 

€ 

Vo =
2
π

−1( )n
n=0

∞

∑ α2n+1
cos 2n +1( )φR

2n +1( )
−
2
π

−1( )n
n=0

∞

∑ β2n+1
sin 2n +1( )φR
2n +1( )

 

In general, for any set of αn and βn, there will be a value of φR which leads to Vo = 0 and 
which therefore corresponds to the ‘null’ point referred to earlier. We shall denote this value 
by φq. 

At some other value of φR, denoted by φi, the magnitude of Vo will be a maximum. This value 
is obtained by solving 

 

where 

 

                                                        
∗ We assume that

€ 

AL 0( ) =1in this case 
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We shall not attempt a general solution in either case. It is sufficient to note that if the value 
of φq is determined, either by calculation or experiment, the value of φq ± 90º will not satisfy 
the condition for maximum response unless the signal waveform is subject to certain 
constraints. These will now be investigated. 

3.5.3 Symmetrical periodic signals 
Many non-sinusoidal waveforms of practical importance such as squarewaves, triangle and 
rectangular pulse waveforms, possess a high degree of symmetry. In all these cases the time 
origin can be chosen to give a waveform which is either an even or an odd function of time. 
The corresponding Fourier series then consists only of cosine terms in the first case (βn = 0) 
and sine terms in the second (αn = 0). Inspection of the expressions for Vo and dVo/dφR shows 
that for waveforms with this essential symmetry we always arrive at values of φq and φi which 
satisfy 

φi = φq ± 90º 

Relationships between the reference switching waveform and a number of non-sinusoidal but 
symmetrical signals are shown in Fig. 3.9. We can make the following observations about the 
types of signal chosen.  

 
Fig. 3.9 (a) - (c) Symmetrical waveforms; (d), (e) reference switching waveforms 

introduced at φR = φ i and φR = φq respectively 

i) Setting the reference channel phase by first nulling the phase-sensitive detector output 
and then shifting the phase by 90° automatically maximizes the d.c. output of the phase-
sensitive detector. We shall refer to this as the ‘null-shift’ procedure. 

ii) The conditions for zero output and maximum response correspond to bringing the Fourier 
components of the reference switching waveform first in quadrature and then in phase 
with the corresponding components of the signal. 

iii) The null-shift procedure summarized in (i) does not depend on absolute phase calibration. 
For recovery work, a variable phase-shifter and a calibrated phase increment of 90° are 
sufficient to achieve optimum detection of symmetrical signals. 
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iv) When the reference channel is calibrated according to a convention such as that described 
in Section 2.5.5 the null-shift procedure provides a basis for measuring the phase-shift of 
a sinewave signal relative to that of an applied reference voltage. It is now apparent that 
the validity of such a measurement will be in doubt if the sinewave signal is subject to 
harmonic distortion. This aspect is discussed further in Chapter 4 in relation to precision 
phase measurement. 

3.5.4 Asymmetrical periodic signals 
In the present context, ‘asymmetrical’ signals are those for which it is impossible to choose a 
time origin such that s(t) = ±s(–t). In practice signals in this category are most likely to occur 
when a normally symmetrical signal is subject to linear filtering giving rise to waveforms 
such as those shown in Fig 3.10. The waveforms in Figs. 3.10(b) and (c) in particular will 
often be encountered in experiments using ‘chopped’ excitation where a squarewave signal 
has been transmitted by a low-pass or a high-pass signal conditioning filter. To this general 
class of signals we can add the important case of sinewaves subjected to arbitrary harmonic 
distortion. 

In all these cases it is possible to determine a value of reference phase-shift which nulls the 
phase-sensitive detector output. In general, however, changing the phase by 90° from the null 
point fails to maximize the phase-sensitive detector output. Fortunately, in all but the most 
extreme cases, the resulting output is normally within 10% to 20% of its maximum possible 
value. In addition, the null output obtained for φR = φq provides an ideal datum point for 
setting the phase which can be reproduced on future occasions even under noisy signal 
conditions. 

 
Fig. 3.10  Examples of asymmetrical waveforms 

In view of these remarks, the procedure of nulling followed by introducing a phase offset of 
90° has much in its favour even when the resulting response is less than optimum. As a result, 
this approach is almost universally adopted in signal recovery work where it is sufficient to 
obtain a consistent measure of signal magnitude in the presence of noise. It is, nevertheless, 
worth bearing the following points in mind. 

i) With symmetrical signals the derivative dVo/dφR is zero for φR = φq ±90º. The phase-
sensitive detector output is then maximized and becomes first-order independent of small 
phase adjustments in the reference channel. This advantage is lost when the null-shift 
procedure is applied to asymmetrical signals. 

ii) In the two-phase lock-in systems described in Chapter 5, an automatic phase control loop 
is sometimes used to determine the null point φR = φq. Detection is subsequently carried 
out at relative phase φR = φq − 90º. In the light of our discussions we must expect that the 
overall response of such a system to an asymmetrical signal will have less than its 
maximum value. 
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iii) We can conclude that the only way in which the null-shift procedure can be applied to 
give a maximum response to all forms of periodic signal is to use a detection system with 
‘fundamental-only’ response. Some methods of suppressing the harmonic responses of 
phase-sensitive detectors are discussed in Chapters 8 and 9. 

3.5.5 Squarewave signals: a special case 
Fig. 3.11 illustrates the waveforms which result when a squarewave of Vs volts peak is 
applied to a switching phase-sensitive detector with an in-phase reference. The switch output 
is a constant level of Vs volts, the ‘ripple’ component which is characteristic of operation with 
sinewaves being absent in this case (compare Fig. 3.2). 

The net response is larger than that obtained with a sinewave of the same r.m.s. value because 
there is now a contribution from each of the fully synchronous Fourier components of the 
signal and reference voltages. 

Thus, if we begin with a sinewave signal and then convert it to a squarewave by adding 
Fourier components of the correct magnitude and phase, the d.c. output voltage will increase 
by a factor 

€ 

1+1/9+1/25+ ...[ ] = π2 /8  

which, from Section 3.4, is the factor by which the mean-square noise is increased when 
white noise is ‘leaked’ through the harmonic transmission windows. The effect of adding the 
additional Fourier components to the sinewave signal is, therefore, to boost the signal 
indication at the expense of the noise. The response is increased by 23%, which is more than 
compensates for the 11% increase in the r.m.s. noise fluctuation. The reason is, of course, that 
the signal contributions add coherently while the individual noise outputs must be added in a 
mean-square sense.  

In terms of an ideal multiplier model we could reach similar conclusions for any signal 
waveform which is perfectly ‘matched’ to the reference. In a wider sense, this topic belongs 
to the realm of matched filter theory which aims to devise schemes for the optimum detection 
of signals in white noise.There are more complex lock-in systems to be discussed in 
Chapter 9 which are capable of approaching this type of operation; however, as in the case of 
squarewave signal and reference, the noise benefits are often marginal and usually 
outweighed by benefits in other areas. 

 
Fig. 3.11 Waveforms in a phase-sensitive detector with in-phase squarewave signal 
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For example, when operating a switching phase-sensitive detector with an in-phase 
squarewave signal, the principal practical advantage arises because of the absence of 
components at 2fR, 4fR and so on in the output of the multiplier. When using sinewave 
signals, the time constant of the output signal should always be sufficiently long to suppress 
these ‘ripple’ components, irrespective of whether the signal is noisy or clean. This can often 
lead to inconveniently long response times when measuring with low-frequency signals (say, 
below 10 Hz). When squarewave signals are used in this regime it may be possible to relax 
requirements on the low-pass filter and so obtain results more quickly. At the same time, the 
effects of opening wide the transmission windows should be taken into consideration. As we 
saw in Section 3.3 the susceptibility to interference is then greatly increased even when 
wideband noise is not identified as a major problem. 

Finally, let us examine the phase relationships in squarewave operation using Fig. 3.12, which 
gives us the waveforms at an arbitrary phase-shift φ. The phase dependence could be 
determined by multiplying together the Fourier series for signal and reference and extracting 
the low-frequency output, but it is more convenient to deduce the form of the dependence 
directly from Fig. 3.12(a). At arbitrary phase, a low-pass filter is obviously necessary to 
‘smooth’ the products of multiplication. The d.c. component remaining in the final output is 
then 

€ 

Vo =Vs 1−φ /90[ ],  0 ≤φ ≤ 90°  

with φ expressed in degrees. 

In lock-in amplifier systems the phase shift introduced in the reference channel can be varied 
in the full range 0º − 360°, which gives rise to a characteristic piecewise-linear variation in 
the d.c. output as drawn in Fig. 3.12(b). The classic response to a synchronous sinewave is 
also shown for comparison, to remind us how the handling characteristics of a phase-sensitive 
detector can change with different types of signal. 

 
Fig. 3.12 (a) Waveforms in a phase-sensitive detector with a squarewave signal and 

reference at arbitrary phase shift; (b) phase response for a squarewave 
signal. The cos  dependence is shown for a sinewave signal with the same 
r.m.s. value 

3.6 Phase-sensitive detector specifications 
3.6.1 Introduction 
At this stage we shall be concerned only with identifying some key features of the 
specifications of phase-sensitive detectors. The extension to more comprehensive systems 
will be left until the next chapter. It has been remarked elsewhere that the major 
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developments in lock-in amplifier design have been achieved for instruments operating in the 
frequency range up to 1 MHz and the ‘typical’ specifications given in the following sections 
will be for phase-sensitive detectors of this type. In recent years it has become common 
practice for manufacturers to quote some specification figures at ‘midband’ or at a specified 
operating frequency, say 1 kHz. The deterioration of such ‘typical’ specifications towards 
lower or higher operating frequencies is not always given. At best it may be possible to obtain 
the required information by carefully reading the data sheet. At worst it must be assumed that 
some deterioration will occur. 

3.6.2 Full-scale sensitivity 
Phase-sensitive detectors are ‘general purpose’ in the sense that they are capable of operating 
with a wide range of signal types. However, we have seen that the magnitude of the response 
depends on the Fourier composition of the signal and so must differ in each case. 

To enable a sensible comparison to be made between alternative designs the scaling factor of 
phase-sensitive detectors is almost invariably specified for a synchronous sinewave signal. A 
simple scaling factor relates the d.c. output voltage to the r.m.s. value of an in-phase 
synchronous sinewave at the phase-sensitive detector input. In practical systems the d.c. 
output must be limited to some maximum value. This is the full-scale output which is usually 
±10 V in modern systems. The full-scale sensitivity of a phase-sensitive detector is defined as 
the r.m.s. value of an in-phase synchronous sinewave which gives a full-scale d.c. output, and 
is expressed in volts, millivolts or even microvolts. 

If the full-scale sensitivity SD is known, the d.c. response to a synchronous sinewave with 
r.m.s. value Vs and relative phase-shift φ is 

€ 

Vo =VF Vs /SD( )cosφ  

where VF is the full-scale output voltage. 

As is usual with this sort of specification, a phase-sensitive detector with ‘high’ sensitivity 
has a low value of SD and is able to give a full-scale response to signals at ‘low’ level. 

3.6.3 Linearity and out-of-phase rejection 
We have seen in Chapter 2 that an ‘ideal’ synchronous detector is inherently free from non-
linear effects. Thus, in principle, a synchronous signal can be measured in the presence of 
noise without incurring errors due to intermodulation and offsets due to rectified noise 
components. 

In making the transition to practical devices we must first recognize that there is a maximum 
level of noise voltage - asynchronous voltage - that a phase-sensitive detector can withstand. 
This is determined by the level of asynchronous input that gives rise to gross detection errors 
due to distortion and ‘clipping’ in the electronic circuits. Unfortunately, in practical devices, 
the effects of non-linearity, and the resulting detection errors are likely to be discernible when 
the signal of interest is accompanied by asynchronous voltages well below the clipping level. 
In an attempt to reflect these limitations it used to be common practice for manufacturers to 
quote a specification known as out-of-phase rejection. This measure was widely used a 
number of years ago for comparing competing instruments. 

Out-of-phase rejection is specified and measured with a synchronous sinewave signal 
adjusted to give an output at or near full scale. A second, asynchronous, sinewave at a 
frequency well removed from any transmission windows is added to the first and increased 
until a pre-determined change in the output occurs. This output change is generally attributed 
to non-linearity in the phase-sensitive detector transfer function although the precise nature of 
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the non-linearity is not usually specified. The standard approach is to calculate the out-of-
phase rejection using: 

 

For example, if we choose a fractional change of 1% and this change corresponds to an 
asynchronous/synchronous voltage ratio of 1000:1 the out-of-phase rejection will be 
 ×100 000 or 100 dB. The high value of voltage ratio obtained emphasizes that to be of use in 
signal recovery applications a phase-sensitive detector should be able to sustain the effect of 
asynchronous voltages far in excess of a full-scale synchronous signal. 

This fractional change in a near full-scale output increases with increasing asynchronous 
voltage in a highly non-linear fashion. Thus, if out-of-phase rejection were to be measured for 
a 0.1% or 10% change in output, entirely different values would be obtained. 

Users of phase-sensitive detector-based equipment should therefore be aware that there is a 
trade-off between linearity and the level of asynchronous voltage permitted at the phase-
sensitive detector. The overall behaviour is such that, for good linearity, the asynchronous 
voltage should be maintained at a relatively low level in order to restrict the total voltage 
swing at the phase-sensitive detector. In cases where a signal is very noisy, the user might 
permit a larger voltage swing due to asynchronous components but would then suffer a 
penalty in the form of reduced linearity at the point of detection. Clearly, the ‘maximum 
allowed’ asynchronous input to the phase-sensitive detector would be quite different in these 
two extreme examples, determined in each case by the errors due to non-linearity that could 
be tolerated by the user. We shall return to this topic when discussing the linearity of different 
system configurations in Chapter 4. 

3.6.4 Dynamic reserve 
When considering the specification of out-of-phase rejection in the last section it became 
evident that a small fraction of the total input range of a phase-sensitive detector is in fact 
‘used’ by synchronous signals while a much larger fraction is held ‘in reserve’ for noise and 
interference. This idea leads to the definition of a prime phase-sensitive detector 
specification; this is input dynamic reserve∗, given by the ratio: 

 

Dynamic reserve thus gives a direct measure of the worst-case signal-to-noise ratio that can 
be tolerated at the input to a phase-sensitive detector consistent with maintaining a full-scale 
output. The term ‘overload capability’ is also used in this context, but we shall be using this 
description in a more specialized sense in Chapter 4. 

Dynamic reserve is a useful concept but only serves as a basis for comparing different 
systems when there is general agreement on defining ‘maximum allowable’ asynchronous 
input. 

One way to do this is to identify the level of asynchronous input that causes a change of 5% 
in the response to a full-scale signal. This approach has its roots in the specification of out-of-
phase rejection and is a way of reaching a compromise between two conflicting requirements: 
first of all, to achieve the largest possible input voltage swing, thus maximising the signal 
recovery ‘capability’ of the phase-sensitive detector; secondly, to restrict the total input to a 
level where errors due to non-linearity are - for most practical purposes - just discernible. 

                                                        
∗ Usually known simply as "dynamic reserve" 
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An alternative approach is simply to equate the maximum allowed level with a value 
marginally less than the input clipping level. This is the input overload level quoted by 
manufacturers beyond which gross measurement errors will be incurred. Circuit designers 
find this definition attractive since the input clipping level is usually a well-defined circuit 
parameter, unlike the 5% error limit which can only be determined by painstaking 
observations at the phase-sensitive detector output. 

In many cases, these two approaches give rise to very similar results for dynamic reserve. It 
might be thought, therefore, that the first approach is by far the most satisfactory because it 
incorporates the twin ideals of ‘capability’ and linearity. However, in practice, the second 
approach is almost universally adopted since it establishes a predictable relationship between 
the internal gain of a phase-sensitive detector and dynamic reserve. 

To see this, let us consider some specification figures for a modern phase-sensitive detector. 
The input dynamic reserve would typically lie in the range 60 dB – 80 dB (×1000 to ×10 000) 
while the input overload level is of the order of several volts peak-to-peak. It follows that the 
full-scale sensitivity must be correspondingly high. For example, a phase-sensitive detector 
with a dynamic reserve of 60 dB might have a full-scale sensitivity of 1 mV r.m.s. (~ 3 mV 
peak-to-peak). This would allow an interference voltage to rise around 3 V peak-to-peak 
before the overload indicators gave warning of improper operation. 

Let us suppose now that the low-frequency gain of the output low-pass filter is increased by a 
factor of 10. The sensitivity, and hence the signal required for a full-scale output, is now 
100 µV r.m.s., while the input overload level remains at 3 V peak-to-peak. 

When dynamic reserve is defined on the basis of input overload level we have no hesitation in 
stating that the dynamic reserve of this more sensitive phase-sensitive detector is ×10 000 or 
80 dB. We thus reach the important conclusion that dynamic reserve increases in proportion 
to the d.c. gain of the post-detection filter. This direct relationship would clearly be lacking 
when the definition of dynamic reserve involved a detailed evaluation of measurement errors 
at different levels of applied signal and noise. 

It is usually assumed that the definition of dynamic reserve is valid for a sinusoidal 
interference voltage and for interference from a broadband noise source. In the latter case the 
phase-sensitive detector output will contain a residual noise fluctuation due to noise 
transmitted by the fundamental and higher-order transmission windows. ‘Linear’ operation of 
the phase-sensitive detector then implies that the mean output voltage due to a synchronous 
signal is unaffected by the presence of noise at the input. From the discussion given at the end 
of Chapter 2, however, it is evident that, if a phase-sensitive detector was operated with a 
signal and broadband noise at the dynamic reserve limit, then the main limitation to precision 
measurement would result from the relatively large fluctuation remaining in the final output 
(unless an extremely long time were available for measurement). The justification for 
providing very high values of dynamic reserve is therefore to enable measurement to be 
carried out in circumstances where the dominant interference is due to narrowband noise or 
discrete frequency pick-up. 

In view of this, manufacturers often make use of the alternative definition: 

 

When a sinewave interference voltage is assumed, this definition is equivalent to that given at 
the beginning of this section. 
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Fig. 3.13 (a) Evaluating the effect of a sinewave interference; (b) dynamic reserve 

characteristics of a broadband phase-sensitive detector 

It should not be assumed that restriction to a sinewave interference automatically precludes 
difficulty in using the specification provided by a manufacturer. Consider, for example, what 
happens when the frequency of the interfering sinewave lies close to one of the phase-
sensitive detector transmission windows. When a harmonic window is excited, the phase-
sensitive detector output is perturbed by a difference-frequency ‘beat’ component which may 
be of sufficient peak-to-peak value to cause a severe output overload. When the interference 
frequency is fixed, the output overload can be overcome by reducing the bandwidth or the 
output low-pass filter. When experimental constraints determine the minimum usable 
bandwidth, the output overload can only be prevented by reducing the level of the interfering 
component. The result is a loss of dynamic reserve in certain critical frequency ranges. These 
effects can be evaluated using the experimental set-up shown in Fig 3.13(a). Fig 3.13(b) 
shows the resulting dynamic reserve characteristics of a broadband phase-sensitive detector 
referenced at 10 kHz. 

In the light of these observations, the standard data-sheet presentation of dynamic reserve as a 
single unqualified figure appears to be rather inadequate. At the very least, the figure should 
be read as maximum achievable dynamic reserve. Also, wherever possible, operation at the 
specification limit should be avoided in the interests of maintaining good linearity. It can be 
argued that linearity is often of secondary importance when tackling the more fundamental 
problem of obtaining a measure of signal obscured by high levels of noise and interference. 
When extreme levels of noise cannot be avoided it is evident that a very detailed 
understanding of the actual dynamic characteristics of the phase-sensitive detector under the 
proposed measurement conditions is required. 

3.6.5 Output stability and minimum detectable signal 
If the total signal input to a phase-sensitive detector is removed and the reference waveform is 
left connected, the output should, ideally, fall to zero. The application of a millivoltmeter will, 
however, reveal a residual offset voltage and long-term observation will show the effect of 
drift in the output. The offset is, moreover, dependent upon the reference frequency and will 
usually increase quite markedly if the reference frequency is increased beyond about 10 kHz. 
This effect is known as h.f.offset and is due to stray reactive coupling of switching spikes 
from the reference input through to the final output. 

Provision is usually made to trim the offset voltage to zero under a particular set of operating 
conditions and, if this is done, the drift component in the output represents the limiting factor 
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to precision measurement. The drift is usually labelled as output ‘stability’ and quoted as a 
fraction of the full-scale output voltage per Kelvin. 

Let us now consider the problem of measuring either very small synchronous signals or small 
changes in a synchronous signal. In these cases measurement difficulties will result whenever 
the corresponding change in output voltage is comparable with the drift component of the 
phase-sensitive detector. When operating at full-scale sensitivity SD we accordingly define the 
minimum detectable signal smin as 

smin = δ × SD 
where δ is the fractional drift/K. 

Note that this expression serves as a definition of minimum detectable signal which will be 
more or less useful in a given practical situation. Also, when calculating smin, only the 
numerical part of the drift specification is used. Thus, by convention, the minimum detectable 
signal is expressed in volts or, more usually, in microvolts. 

It is worth noting that the d.c. response to a signal at the minimum detectable level can be 
separated from the spurious outputs due to offset and drift by introducing a phase reversal of 
180° in the reference channel. The d.c. output due to the signal will then reverse its polarity 
while the polarity and magnitude of the offset (being phase-insensitive) will be unchanged. 

This method of overcoming limitations due to offset has been exploited in systems operating 
on the synchronous heterodyne principle, described in Section 8.8. 

3.6.6 Dynamic-reserve/output-stability trade-off 
It was shown in Section 3.6.4 that both the sensitivity and the dynamic reserve of a phase-
sensitive detector can be increased by increasing the d.c. gain of the post-detection filter. In 
practice, this additional gain can always be obtained by incorporating an output d.c. amplifier. 

Unfortunately, improved dynamic reserve can only be achieved at the expense of precision 
since all errors due to offsets and drift in the phase-sensitive detector are enhanced by the gain 
of the output amplifier. If the sensitivity of a phase-sensitive detector was controlled solely by 
switching output gain we would find a very uncomfortable situation in which high sensitivity 
was linked with high reserve and low sensitivity was required for good output stability. 

For maximum flexibility, a phase-sensitive detector should have switched output gain and be 
supported by a variable-gain amplifier in the signal path. The balance between dynamic 
reserve and output stability can then be adjusted at a given level of sensitivity. This aspect of 
system performance will be discussed in Chapter 4. 

3.6.7 Dynamic range 
By ‘dynamic range’ of a phase-sensitive detector we usually mean the input dynamic range. 
This is defined at one extreme by the maximum allowed input voltage swing and at the other 
by the minimum detectable signal. If we denote the maximum allowed voltage swing by Δv, 
the input dynamic range is simply: 

€ 

DI = Δv / smin  

It was shown in Sections 3.6.3 and 3.6.4 that the ‘maximum allowed’ input voltage to the 
phase-sensitive detector can have different values depending on the errors due to non-linearity 
that can be tolerated. In general, the linearity of the phase-sensitive detector is degraded as 
larger and larger asynchronous voltage swings are permitted, so we see that there is an 
important trade-off to be made between input dynamic range and linearity such that one can 
be improved only at the expense of the other. In order to specify input dynamic range, it is 
usual to equate the maximum allowed input voltage with the input overload level, that is to 
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use the same voltage swing that appears in the specification of dynamic reserve. When this is 
done, both Δv and smin can be expressed in terms of the full-scale sensitivity SD of the phase-
sensitive detector. Using the results of Sections 3.6.3 and 3.6.5 we obtain: 

 

and 

 

where ri is the dynamic reserve and δ is the fractional output stability. We can therefore arrive 
at the following expression for input dynamic range∗: 

 

The result is quite properly independent of the phase-sensitive detector sensitivity and any 
post-detection gain stages: any attempt to increase dynamic reserve by increasing the output 
gain is accompanied by a deterioration in output stability. We thus see that, to achieve wide 
dynamic range, a phase-sensitive detector must be capable of giving good output stability at a 
high level of dynamic reserve and this has proved to be one of the main objectives in phase-
sensitive detector design. As a rough guide, in modern systems, a combination of ×2 000 
dynamic reserve and 100 p.p.m./K output stability represents ‘good practice’ corresponding to 
a dynamic range of: 

DI = 1000 / 10−4 = 107 (140 dB) 

Since the concept of dynamic range incorporates the two key specifications of phase-sensitive 
detectors it provides the best figure of merit to be used when comparing competing systems. 
It should now be clear that dynamic reserve alone is no guarantee of quality and should 
always be viewed in the light of the stability specification. 

3.6.8 Summary of specifications 
The specifications covered so far can be conveniently summarized in diagram form as shown 
in Fig 3.14. The diagram also serves to define two additional quantities, namely output 
dynamic reserve and the output dynamic range. 

 
Fig. 3.14 Summary of phase-sensitive detector specifications 

                                                        
∗ Again, we use only the numerical part of δ, giving DI as a voltage ratio 
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To be of any practical use a phase-sensitive detector must be able to give a full-scale response 
to a synchronous signal and yet be able to accommodate a residual output fluctuation due to 
noise transmitted by the low-pass filter. The residual noise will carry the output beyond full 
scale and there should be sufficient margin in the output circuit to allow this to happen 
without an overload indicator permanently flashing; hence the provision of output dynamic 
reserve which enables the output to exceed full scale by around 20% - 30% without suffering 
distortion due to ‘clipping’ in the output amplifier. 

The output dynamic range is given as the ratio of the full-scale output voltage to the output 
drift component. If the drift is specified as a fraction of full scale- as we have assumed 
throughout - then the output dynamic range is simply 1/δ. In high-stability operation, phase-
sensitive detectors are capable of operating with a relative drift of less than 10 p.p.m./K. This 
corresponds to an output dynamic range of ×100 000 (100 dB) and would enable a change of 
100 µV to be observed in a full-scale output voltage of 10 V. Obviously, such a mode of 
operation presupposes a signal which is correspondingly free from noise. 

Using the definition of output dynamic range given above, together with the results of Section 
3.6.7, we see how dynamic reserve provides a link between input and output dynamic range: 

Input dynamic range = Dynamic reserve × Output dynamic range 

In the following chapter it is shown how the trade-offs between dynamic range and linearity, 
and between dynamic reserve and output stability, can be improved by incorporating filters in 
the signal channel of an otherwise broadband lock-in system. 
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CHAPTER 4 

Lock-in amplifier specifications 
 

 

 

4.1 Introduction 
The basic essentials of a lock-in amplifier were introduced in Chapter 2 and a 
brief description was given of each of the component parts. Of these, the phase-
sensitive detector has been given more detailed attention and we have seen how 
its performance can be evaluated in the light of some key specifications. 

In this chapter we shall continue with the same theme but concentrate on the 
specification of lock-in amplifiers as a whole, rather than of phase-sensitive 
detectors in isolation. It is intended that the approach adopted will be applicable 
equally to lock-in amplifiers as self-contained instruments or to lock-in recovery 
systems plugged together from several individual units. Since we have already 
identified several specifications relating to phase-sensitive detectors it will be of 
interest to see how these contribute to the performance of a larger system and to 
see how systems can be set up to give an optimum solution to different types of 
measurement problem. 

 
Fig. 4.1  Block diagram of a lock-in amplifier. The reference channel 

incorporates an optional internal oscillator and a frequency 
doubler to permit phase-sensitive detection at twice the applied 
reference frequency. 

To this end, we can refer to the block diagram in Fig. 4.1 which is an extended 
version of the one given in Chapter 2. The signal channel is shown with variable 
gain which is obtained through a combination of amplifiers and attenuators. The 
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arrangement in a commercial system gives a near-optimum noise performance in 
all switched positions and provision is made for signal-channel filtering, both 
internal and from external ‘plug-in’ modules. 

We shall assume that the phase-sensitive detector has fixed sensitivity but that the 
output gain can be controlled by a switched d.c. amplifier. The amplifier is 
labelled as an ‘expand’ amplifier since it serves to expand the output from the 
phase-sensitive detector. 

The essentials of the reference channel are also sketched in. These comprise a 
precision trigger circuit to respond to the positive zero crossings of an externally 
applied reference waveform, a broadband precision phase-shifter, and a 
squarewave generator to supply the final drive to the phase-sensitive detector. 
The phase-shifter takes the form of a control loop which sets up a phase-shift in 
response to a control voltage generated at the front-panel phase dial. Control over 
a full 360° range is usually achieved using pushbutton selection of phase 
quadrants in conjunction with a 0−100° continuous phase control. We shall be 
able to identify several critical specification features for the reference channel 
from a general review of system behaviour.  

Note that the system shown in Fig. 4.1 incorporates two other features that are 
commonly found in commercial units. These are a reference-channel frequency 
doubler, which enables the detection system to be synchronized at the second 
harmonic of the applied reference frequency, and an ‘internal’ oscillator. The 
latter can be used as an excitation source for an experiment and is sometimes 
controllable from the front panel of the lock-in amplifier. When switched into 
operation, the internal oscillator makes a direct connection to the reference-
channel phase-shifting circuits and so overcomes the need for an external cable 
connection. 

4.2  Calibration: full-scale sensitivity 
As in the case of phase-sensitive detectors, the full-scale sensitivity of a lock-in 
amplifier gives the r.m.s. value of an in-phase synchronous signal required to 
give a full-scale output. An essential difference between modular lock-in 
amplifiers and those supplied as integrated units is that the latter are supplied 
with a single sensitivity switch which enables the full-scale sensitivity to be set 
up immediately. In this case, the individual gains of the signal channel amplifiers 
and the phase-sensitive detector need not be known, whereas in a modular system 
these can normally be read from the front panel settings of the individual units. 

In either event, the full-scale sensitivity measured from the signal channel input 
socket is 

Full-scale sensitivity, SF	  =	  SD/(GaGe)	  

where SD denotes the full-scale sensitivity of the phase-sensitive detector, 
calibrated on a sinewave, and Ga	  and	  Ge are the gains of the signal channel and 
expand amplifiers. 

In lock-in amplifiers the usual convention is to control only the signal channel 
gain from the sensitivity switch which is calibrated at a given expand setting 
GCAL. If we denote the indicated sensitivity on the front panel by SI, then we have 

Full-scale sensitivity, SF = SI × Ge/GCAL	  

When a synchronous sinewave, with r.m.s. value Vs, is applied to a lock-in 
amplifier having a full scale d.c. output of ±VF, the d.c. response of the system 
will be 
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Vo = VF(Vs/SF) cos φ 

where φ is the phase difference of the waveforms appearing at the phase-sensitive 
detector. In most modern instruments VF has a value of 10 V. 

If the system is put into a quadrature condition to detect small phase variations 
(Section 2.4.4) the resulting sensitivity to small phase offsets is 

VF(Vs/SF) volts/radian 

When VF = 10 V, this corresponds to a sensitivity of 10 V/radian with a full-scale 
signal. 

When used as an amplitude detector or as a phase detector, the response to 
modulations will be modified by the effect of the output low-pass filter as 
discussed in Sections 2.4.3 and 2.4.4. 

4.3  Phase-sensitive detector related 
specifications 

4.3.1  Introduction 
It is not unusual to find that lock-in amplifiers can cater for input voltages 
ranging over six decades, having full-scale sensitivities calibrated in the range 
1 µV to 5 V (exclusive of any additional gain provided by preamplifiers). A 
typical system might offer up to 12 switched ranges in the signal channel 
amplifier (linked to the sensitivity control) and perhaps three levels of output 
expansion (×1, ×10 and ×100). It follows from this that there must be a number of 
combinations of a.c. and d.c. gain which give the same overall sensitivity, so let 
us now see how the choice of gain combination influences the dynamic 
performance of the lock-in system. 

4.3.2  System dynamic reserve 
The idea of dynamic reserve was introduced in Section 3.6.3 and defined in terms 
of the voltages applied to the input terminals of a phase-sensitive detector. The 
same idea can be applied to the lock-in system as a whole except that we must 
transfer all measurements to the input of the signal channel amplifier since the 
phase-sensitive detector input is no longer directly accessible. 

To illustrate this let us identify some voltages in the system using Fig. 4.2. First, 
the signal vs at the input is a full-scale signal giving a full-scale indication on the 
output meter. Secondly, ΔvN represents the peak-to-peak value of the input noise 
and, finally, Δv is the maximum allowed voltage swing at the input to the phase-
sensitive detector. 

	  
Fig. 4.2 Identification of voltages in a phase-sensitive detection system 

 



The dynamic reserve is measured with a broadband signal channel so that there is
no selective attenuation of the input noise components. The most convenient 
starting point is to assume that the lock-in amplifier is operating at its dynamic 
reserve limit. Referring to Fig. 4.2, the peak-to-peak voltage*, Ga(vs + ∆vN), at the
phase-sensitive detector input is therefore equal to the maximum allowed level, 
∆v. The ratio ∆vN/vs measured at the signal channel input is thus equal to the 
system dynamic reserve. If the system dynamic reserve was now measured using 
an interfering sinewave as described in Section 3.6.4, we would find a 
characteristic identical to that of the phase-sensitive detector, including the 
influence of the harmonic transmission windows.

It is this feature which distinguishes ‘broadband’ lock-in systems, where the 
overall response to asynchronous inputs reflects the properties of the phase- 
sensitive detector.

Let us now return to a discussion which was first opened in Section 3.6.6. Any 
increase in input noise beyond ∆vN peak-to-peak will overload the phase-
sensitive detector but can be offset by reducing the signal-channel gain. The 
reduced response to the synchronous signal can then be ‘expanded’ using the d.c. 
output amplifier in order to restore the overall sensitivity to its original value. For
a fixed level of synchronous input to the instrument we find that the system can 
tolerate progressively higher input noise levels as the a.c. gain Ga is reduced and 
the expand factor Ge is increased to maintain constant overall gain. In this way, 
the dynamic reserve measured at the signal channel input can be controlled by 
changing the internal gain distribution.

In the interests of linearity it is essential to limit the voltage swing at the input to 
the amplifier to a well defined maximum value. This is the input overload level 
which is usually of the order of a few volts peak-to-peak. If a full-scale signal of 
100 mV r.m.s. is presented to the lock-in amplifier, then the input noise-to-signal 
ratio must be less than about 10:1 to avoid overloading the amplifier input. We 
thus see that the full dynamic reserve of the system can only be exploited for 
relatively small signal inputs where the lock-in amplifier is operated at 
correspondingly high sensitivity. In systems offering dynamic reserves of × 1000 
(60 dB) and greater this corresponds to operating at a minimum sensitivity of 
around 1 mV r.m.s.

4.3.3 System overload capability

The dynamic reserve of a signal recovery system is always measured with a 
broadband signal channel and the specification is normally valid over many 
decades of frequency − subject to the effect of the harmonic transmission 
windows discussed in Section 3.6.4.

In a typical measurement the signal will be perturbed by noise which is non-white
in character and a substantial fraction of the input noise voltage might be 
attributable to discrete interference components appearing in a well-defined 
frequency range. Under these circumstances, the total peak-to-peak value of the 
disturbance reaching the phase-sensitive detector can often be reduced 
significantly by using signal conditioning filters. By eliminating noise 
components before detection the dynamic reserve of the system can appear to be 
much greater than when operating with a broadband signal channel. We now 

* When operated in the dynamic reserve limit the noise input to the phase-sensitive detector will 
usually exceed a full-scale signal by at least a factor of 10, giving ∆vN>>vs.
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refer to the overload capability of the system, which should always be specified 
with respect to a particular set of operating conditions.

Because overload capability is a narrowband specification the achievable value 
will depend entirely on the variety of filters available for signal conditioning and 
on the separation of the signal frequency from the characteristic frequencies of 
any associated noise and interference. At any sensitivity setting, the maximum 
achievable overload capability will be

ysensitivit scale-full

channel signal of level overloadinput 

In a lock-in amplifier which offers a maximum sensitivity of 1 µV r.m.s. and an 
input overload level of a few volts peak-to-peak the best achievable overload 
capability will be of the order ×  1 000 000 (120 dB)) even though the 
(broadband) dynamic reserve is a maximum of ×  10 000 (80 dB). It must be 
emphasized, however, that this order of performance is likely to be realized in 
practice only for high-level interference components at well-defined frequencies 
which can be subjected to the maximum degree of suppression by suitable choice 
of signal channel filters. Also, by describing the specification as essentially 
‘narrowband’ we are reminded that high overload capability is achievable only at 
the expense of flexibility in the choice of operating frequency. In a basic 
detection system, extremely high overload capability is not generally compatible 
with the ability to track signals over a wide frequency range, because of the fixed 
characteristics of the noise-rejection filters.

Fig. 4.3 Relationship between the specifications of a lock-in amplifier

The relationship between overload capability and dynamic reserve is brought out 
in the presentation of Fig. 4.3. The diagram extends the one given in Section 
3.6.8 for a phase-sensitive detector by including the effect of signal channel 
amplification and signal conditioning filters. It is evident that if a given level of 
overload capability is required, the signal conditioning filters must be capable of 
reducing unwanted components by a factor:

€ 

F =
desired overload capability

dynamic reserve
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4.3.4 Dynamic reserve and output stability trade-off

We have seen that the effect of incorporating variable gain amplifiers before and 
after detection is to produce a lock-in amplifier with controllable dynamic reserve
at a given sensitivity. In order to realize the full practical potential of such a 
system we must take into account the effect of gain selection on output stability 
and see how dynamic reserve and stability can be jointly controlled to the best 
effect.

We can formulate a basic approach to setting up a detection system as follows: 
first of all for very ‘noisy’ signals. Here, the signal channel gain Ga should be 
held at a sufficiently low value to avoid premature overload at the input to the 
phase-sensitive detector. The desired sensitivity is then obtained by increasing the
gain of the expand amplifier. The output stability is degraded, but we argue that 
our main problem in this case is to detect the signal at all. A loss of output 
stability is not likely to be significant or even discernible when the final output 
contains a relatively large component of residual noise transmitted by the low-
pass filter.

The situation is quite different for relatively ‘clean’ signals. These can be 
subjected to a large amplification factor without exceeding the maximum 
allowable voltage swing at the phase-sensitive detector. The minimum value of 
expand gain can then be used to ensure that the signal is measured with the best 
possible precision.

These two modes of operation can be summarized for a lock-in amplifier offering
two levels of output expansion by means of the example given in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1

Signal Sensitivity 
selection

Expand gain Output 
stability, 
p.p.m./K

Dynamic 
reserve

‘clean’
‘noisy’

100 µV
1 mV

×  1
×  10

< 10
< 100

×  100
×  1000

Overall sensitivity = 100 µV f.s.

In an attempt to combine flexibility with ease of use the principal lock-in 
amplifier manufacturers have incorporated pushbutton selection of either ‘high 
stability’ or ‘high reserve’ operation. One way that this can be achieved is to 
retain the expand amplifier, leaving this to be controlled by the user, and to 
arrange for the distribution of gain between the signal channel and the phase-
sensitive detector to be switched automatically as shown in Fig. 4.4.

Fig. 4.4 Switch selection of high stability mode and high reserve mode in 
a lock-in amplifier
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In ‘high stability’ mode the phase-sensitive detector sensitivity is reduced at the 
expense of signal channel gain. In ‘high reserve’ mode the signal channel gain is 
reduced while that of the phase-sensitive detector is automatically increased so as
to retain the same overall sensitivity. With two levels of output expansion 
available the system can be adapted to meet a wide range of measurement 
requirements as demonstrated by the example in table 4.2.

Table 4.2

Mode 
selection

Sensitivity 
selection

Expand 
gain

Output 
stability 
p.p.m./K

Dynamic 
reserve

High 
Stability

High
Reserve

100 µV
1 mV

100 µV
1 mV

×  1
×  10

×  1
×  10

< 10
< 100

< 100
< 1000

×  100
×  1000

×  1000
×  10 000

Overall sensitivity = 100 µV f.s.

4.3.5 Overload capability and output stability trade-off

Section 4.3.4 dealt only with dynamic reserve. As a result the trade-off between 
noise rejection and output stability has been demonstrated only for a broad-band 
signal channel which introduces no selective attenuation of noise components. 
There is, however, an aspect of noise rejection which applies to the case where a 
normally ‘clean’ signal is perturbed by large-scale interference. ‘Hum’ pick up on
a low-frequency a.c. bridge provides a good example; the difficulty is to measure 
the signal to a high degree of precision.

In the absence of signal conditioning filters, the only approach to this particular 
problem would be to select a suitably high value of dynamic reserve. This would 
avoid the danger of overload on the interference component, but would 
automatically result in a relatively poor output stability and a consequent loss of 
precision.

The importance of signal conditioning becomes evident when we realize that for 
every 20 dB of suppression brought about by using, say, a notch filter, the system
reserve can be switched down by 20 dB and the output stability improved in 
direct proportion. Ultimately it might be possible to achieve the desired precision 
with only a modest amount of suppression obtained through signal conditioning, 
provided that the relative magnitudes of signal and interference are brought 
within the capability of the phase-sensitive detector at the desired level of output 
stability.

In the light of earlier discussions it is evident that obtaining improved overload 
capability at a given level of output stability is equivalent to increasing the input 
dynamic range of a detection system. Furthermore, in circumstances where it is 
desirable to obtain high overload capability in conjunction with the best possible 
output stability, it is clear that the signal-channel gain should be switched to the 
maximum possible value consistent with avoiding overload at the phase-sensitive
detector. Unfortunately, the linearity of the detection system will be degraded 
under these conditions, so it is important that we examine the relationship 
between dynamic range and linearity in practical lock-in systems.

4.3.6 Dynamic range and linearity trade-off

Suppose we wish to measure the amplitude of a 100 µV r.m.s. signal in the 
presence of an interference component at a level just below 10 mV r.m.s. A lock-
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in amplifier with the characteristics summarized in Table 4.2 would enable this 
signal to be measured at full-scale in a high-stability mode, using a dynamic 
reserve of × 100. The output stability would then have its best value, < 10 p.p.m., 
however, the linearity of the system would be degraded on account of the large 
asynchronous voltage swing presented to the phase-sensitive detector.

If good linearity is required, an obvious step is to reduce the pre-detection, a.c. 
gain by, say, a factor of 10. The total input voltage to the phase-sensitive detector
is then reduced, linearity is improved and the sensitivity can be restored by using 
a larger ‘expand’ gain.

The improvement in linearity is observed as an increase in out-of-phase rejection 
(Section 3.6.3) since, at an input asynchronous/synchronous voltage ratio of 100, 
the error in the full-scale response will be reduced. However, in this new 
situation, with the ‘expand’ gain increased to × 10, the output stability will be 
degraded while the improved dynamic reserve cannot be exploited without 
incurring a larger voltage swing at the phase-sensitive detector. A possible 
increase in dynamic reserve must therefore be sacrificed in favour of an 
improvement in linearity. Since the output stability is worse, the net result is a 
loss of input dynamic range.

The situation can be improved when interference components are rejected in 
advance of detection by using signal-channel filters, but a trade-off exists 
nevertheless. We have seen that, when wide dynamic range is the main 
consideration, the signal-channel gain following a stage of filtering should be 
increased to its maximum allowed value. When good linearity is required, the 
signal-channel gain must be maintained at a relatively low value so as to restrict 
the input swing to the phase-sensitive detector. The overall sensitivity would then
be restored by an increase in ‘expand’ gain. The linearity, measured in terms of 
out-of-phase rejection at the input to the signal channel, is improved while the 
system suffers a degradation in output stability. The dynamic range under these 
conditions could be greater than that obtainable without filters but will inevitably 
be less than the maximum achievable value.

4.4 Using a tuned filter in the signal channel of a 
conventional lock-in amplifier

4.4.1 Influence on overload capability

Early lock-in detection systems were traditionally operated with signal channels 
tightly ‘tuned’ to the signal and reference frequency in order to overcome the 
limited dynamic range of the then available phase-sensitive detectors. Although 
modern systems have much better performance, there are instances where they 
can benefit from the rejection properties of a tuned filter, and most commercial 
systems are supported by a range of options which includes a tuned filter.

The type of filter most often used has a symmetrical band-pass characteristic of 
the type described in Appendix 4. Commercial units are, moreover, almost 
invariably active filters which use operational amplifiers with capacitive and 
resistive feedback elements to simulate the circuit behaviour of inductors and so 
avoid the use of large inductor values at the lower frequencies required. An active
filter usually has a gain greater than unity at frequencies close to the centre 
frequency, although this is sometimes compensated by including an output 
attenuator to give a net gain of unity.

When dealing with active filters we must be prepared to identify overload 
conditions in all the internal amplifiers, and it is usual to specify the maximum 
allowable input voltage swing at ‘in-band’ and ‘out-of-band’ frequencies. Fig. 4.5
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shows how this can be done for a tuned filter considered in isolation using the 
filter frequency-response characteristic. At mid-band, interference components 
are subject to the full gain, Go, of the filter, and their magnitude must be 
restricted to avoid driving the filter output into saturation. The increased input 
capability at frequencies removed from the centre frequency reflects the greater 
attenuation provided by the filter. The transition to a flat characteristic at larger 
frequency offsets marks the point where the input cannot be increased further 
without exceeding the maximum allowable input level to the filter. If a passive 
filter had been used, the curve would have continued along the dashed lines. In 
most practical active filter designs it turns out that the absolute maximum voltage
swings allowed at input and output are the same, being almost equal to the power 
supply voltages applied to the filter.

Fig. 4.5 Maximum allowable voltage swing at the input to an active tuned
filter with midband gain Go.

∆vi and ∆vo denote the peak-to-peak overload levels at the input 
and output of the filter.
The dashed characteristic would be obtained with a passive filter 
followed by a voltage amplifier, giving a net gain of Go at 

midband.

In normal operation the filter is tuned precisely to the reference frequency and 
inserted in the signal path. It now becomes essential to examine the relative 
merits of providing amplification before and after the filter in order to determine 
its optimum location within the signal channel. To do this, we return to the 
concept of dynamic reserve which can be generalized to any combination of 
filters and amplifiers. Following the arguments presented in Section 4.3.2 for the 
special case of phase-sensitive detectors, we find that the ability to handle large-
scale interference components is enhanced by increasing post-filter gain at the 
expense of pre-filter gain. In other words: the allowable input voltage for out-of-
band components reduces in proportion to the amount of gain which is introduced
in front of the filter.

This conclusion is particularly relevant when the user is able to modify the 
configuration of the signal channel by interchanging amplifier and filter modules.
The first step in obtaining high overload capability is to obtain the maximum 
possible voltage swing at the input to the signal channel. If a degree of flexibility 
is available this can be achieved by introducing the filter at the earliest possible 
stage. Unfortunately, the resulting improvement in overload capability is usually 
obtained at a cost. In this case, the penalty is an increase in system noise. Active 
tuned filters are generally more noisy than the high-quality amplifiers used in a 
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lock-in signal channel. The result is that the filter makes an increasing 
contribution to system noise as the gain distribution is altered in favour of post-
filter amplification.

The final location of the filter always reflects a compromise between system 
noise and overload capability. In commercial lock-in amplifiers the filter is 
usually introduced immediately after the low-noise input amplifier, the objective 
being to maintain acceptable noise performance in the high-sensitivity positions. 
In a modular system dedicated to measuring signals in a very noisy environment, 
the increase in system noise resulting from a filter directly at the signal input may
well be of no significance. The incorporation of a filter in this position must then 
be considered as a valid means of increasing noise-handling capacity.

Whatever combination of amplifiers and filters is used it is possible to arrive at a 
maximum allowable input voltage swing for out-of-band frequency components. 
If the total available input swing is to be utilized, then the filter must supply 
enough attenuation to bridge the gap between the desired overload capability and 
the best achievable dynamic reserve at the phase-sensitive detector.

The Q-factor of a tuned filter with a centre frequency fR is defined by

Q = fR/fB

Where fB is the −3 dB bandwidth of the filter. For interference components offset 
by several bandwidths, the frequency response of the filter relative to its mid-
band value is (Appendix 4):

€ 

H( jωi)

H( jωR )
=

fi / fR

Q1− fi
2 / fR

2
;    fi − fR >> fR /Q

where fi is the frequency of the interference component.

Suppose we have a lock-in system which can withstand a total voltage of 3 V 
peak-to-peak at its signal channel input. The phase-sensitive detector has a 
dynamic reserve of × 1000 (60 dB) and a signal of 10 µV r.m.s. is to be measured
in the presence of 3 V peak-to-peak interference. The signal frequency is 5 kHz 
and the interference frequency is 1 kHz.

The interference voltage is at the maximum allowable value of 3 V peak-to-peak 
(≅  1 V r.m.s.). If the signal is to be measured at full-scale we require an overload 
capability of 1/(10.10–6) or 105 while the dynamic reserve is only × 1000; the 
filter must therefore introduce an attenuation factor of 100. The required Q-factor
can now be calculated from:

€ 

fi / fR

Q1− fi
2 / fR

2
≤1/100

Putting fR = 5 kHz, fi = 1 kHz, we obtain a value of about 20 for the filter 
Q-factor. Let us now look at the stability of a system incorporating a filter with 
this order of selectivity.

A Q-factor of 20 at a centre frequency of 5 kHz implies an effective operational 
bandwidth of 250 Hz. This means that the signal/reference frequency must be 
maintained to within ± 21/2% to stay within the filter bandwidth. If this is not 
achieved, the magnitude of the signal reaching the phase-sensitive detector will 
be in error by more than 3 dB or 30%.

The next point to be considered is the phase shift introduced by the filter. The 
system would normally be set up initially with the filter tuned precisely to the 
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reference frequency. The phase-shift introduced by the filter would then, ideally, 
be zero, but we can suppose that any small phase error could be compensated by 
trimming the phase of the reference channel. The phase-shift of the filter close to 
the tuned condition is given in Appendix 4. We find that the change in phase 
which occurs when the signal drifts by a relative amount ∆f/fR is given by:

tan ∆θ  ≅  2Q ×  ∆f/fR

Using a Q-factor of 20, we calculate an incremental phase-shift of about 22° for a 
one per cent change in signal frequency. The stability of the signal source and of 
the filter itself must therefore be of a very high order to avoid excessive 
amplitude and phase modulation due to drift. It is unlikely, for example, that 
tuned filters with this degree of selectivity could ever be used satisfactorily with 
many mechanically derived excitations such as optical choppers.

In view of these constraints, most practical lock-in systems incorporating tuned 
filters are designed for a maximum Q-factor of around 5. Provided the 
signal/reference source is of reasonable stability, the overload capability of a 
broadband detection system can then be substantially improved without incurring
excessive measurement errors. This is especially true when a tuned filter is used 
in the signal channel of a two-phase lock-in system. It is shown in the next 
chapter that two-phase systems can be used in a phase-independent mode and so 
overcome the excess phase-shift introduced by a tuned filter. In addition, the use 
of a tuned filter ensures that harmonics of the signal are greatly suppressed in 
advance of phase-sensitive detection. The result is a measurement system where 
the only significant response to either signals or noise is in the vicinity of the 
reference frequency. This aspect will be discussed further in the next section.

In conclusion, it should be stated that the general considerations regarding the 
location of a signal-channel tuned filter can be extended to any of the basic high- 
pass, low-pass and notch filters which are commonly used with lock-in systems. 
In any of these cases an overload characteristic can be drawn using the frequency 
response function of the filter or any desired combination of filters. In all cases 
the amplitude and phase responses of the filter must be considered as possible 
sources of error when the frequency of the signal/reference source is subject to 
drift. Ideally, the signal frequency should be as far as possible from the cut-off 
frequencies of any filters which are introduced for signal conditioning and, as we 
have seen, the tuned filter falls short of this ideal. In many cases, a far better 
approach to suppressing discrete interference components is to use a sharply 
tuned notch filter. When a dominant interference component is well removed 
from the signal frequency the inclusion of a notch filter leaves the signal 
substantially undisturbed. It should be remembered that many sources of 
interference such as line pick-up and breakthrough from radio transmitters are 
extremely stable in terms of their characteristic frequencies. In these 
circumstances, a tightly tuned notch filter can be accurately set and maintained 
for long periods without further adjustment.

4.4.2 Suppression of-harmonic responses

Subject to the limitations on system flexibility, a tuned filter can also be effective 
in suppressing the effect of harmonically related components of the signal which 
would normally be applied directly to the phase-sensitive detector.

Again, we shall suppose that the filter has a symmetrical band-pass response of 
the type used in the last section.

If we imagine that a filter of this type is tuned to a signal and reference frequency
at angular frequency ωR then the filter response at the Kth harmonic of ωR is
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H(jKωR) = 

€ 

jK /Q

(1− K 2) + jK /Q

For Q ≥  5 we can approximate the gain magnitude by

| H(jKωR)|  ≅  

€ 

K

(K 2 −1)Q
 

The relative sensitivity of a switching phase-sensitive detector at the K th 
harmonic of the reference frequency is I/K; hence the relative sensitivity when a 
band-pass filter is included is

| H(jKωR)|  /K=

€ 

1

(K 2 −1)Q

Thus, the relative sensitivity at the third harmonic is reduced to 1/40 (−32dB) for 
a Q-factor of 5.

Note that, in order to approach the 3rd harmonic sensitivity of the order of −60 dB
offered by modern fundamental-only responding instruments, a Q-factor of 100 
would be required, a value which would render most systems quite unusable. This
assumes, of course, that a ‘standard’ second-order band-pass filter is being used. 
If, as an alternative, we consider the low-pass tuned filter defined in Appendix 4 
we find that the roll-off beyond the centre frequency is now 12 dB/octave rather 
than 6 dB/octave as in the band-pass case. Repeating the calculations given 
above, using the appropriate frequency response function, we now obtain a 
relative sensitivity of approximately 1/(K3Q) at the K th harmonic. In this case, a 
Q-factor of 40 or so would achieve the target figure of −60 dB at the 3rd 
harmonic, while a Q-factor of 5 would give a relative sensitivity of less than −40 
dB.

This aspect of tuned-filter operation is discussed further in Chapter 8 in relation 
to the performance of heterodyne lock-in amplifiers. It is shown there that, for a 
given level of attenuation, alignment problems can be greatly reduced by using 
two filters in cascade, each of which has relatively low Q-factor. There is no 
reason in principle why this approach should not be used to improve the 
performance of the 'conventional' lock-in systems described so far, however, 
implementation is likely to be easiest when operation is confined to a small range
of signal and reference frequencies.

4.5 Reference channel specifications
4.5.1 Introduction

Up to this point we have concentrated almost exclusively on the dynamic 
performance of lock-in amplifiers. In practice, this performance will never be 
realized unless the reference channel is capable of giving adequate support to the 
phase-sensitive detector. It turns out that the lock-in systems with the best all-
round performance are those with genuine broadband reference channels giving 
precisely calibrated phase-shifts allied to good stability. In the following sections 
we shall be looking at some specifications which are commonly used in relation 
to reference channels with these general characteristics.

A typical broadband reference channel operates as a closed-loop control system 
and generates a phase shift in response to a control voltage supplied from a front-
panel phase control. By ‘broadband’ we mean a system able to operate with 
reference frequencies covering a range of several decades without adjustment. A 
range of 105:1 to 106:1 is quite common in modern lock-in amplifiers, say from 
less than 1 Hz to 100 kHz.
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At midband frequencies, good phase accuracy can be obtained with relatively 
short response time in the control loop, while the same control loop might not be 
so effective at lower reference frequencies. In view of this, most lock-in 
amplifiers incorporate an automatic changeover system which selects control 
circuitry with longer response times for reference frequencies below about 50 Hz.

If operation is required at very low frequencies, for example down to 0.1 Hz, the 
user can often increase the response time of the loop still further by switch-
selecting a ‘slow’ or ‘low-frequency’ reference mode. The result is a considerable
improvement in low-frequency phase accuracy obtained at the expense of a still 
more sluggish response. The provision of a switch together with an automatic 
changeover point ensures that the system can be made to approach its optimum 
performance in any frequency range of interest, but it must be expected that 
offset errors and noise in the control loop will always conspire to give a phase 
shift differing from that indicated by the phase dial. In practice, such errors might
be insignificant or gross as demonstrated by the following extreme modes of 
operation.

The first concerns signal recovery work. Here the null-shift procedure defined in 
Section 3.5 can be applied to a variety of signal types and overcomes the need for
a continuous phase adjustment with more than a nominal calibration. In this case 
a continuous phase adjustment in conjunction with a calibrated increment of 90° 
is sufficient to reach an optimum detection condition. The phase-sensitive 
detector is, moreover, relatively insensitive to small phase changes when adjusted
for maximum output. The overall system is thus tolerant of noise in the reference 
control circuits and an error of a few degrees in the 90° phase increment would 
not seriously affect the response to a noisy signal.

The second category of measurements includes all those where the phase-shift of 
a signal is to be determined relative to the applied reference or where the lock-in 
amplifier is required to respond to small phase increments. The reference phase- 
shift should now be defined and calibrated in accordance with some agreed 
convention and the user expects to have specification limits on phase accuracy 
and on stability if small phase changes are to be resolved.

It was shown in Section 2.5.5 that the reference-channel phase-shift can be 
defined unambiguously for an applied reference voltage of any waveform. For 
the purpose of this section, however, we shall assume that both the signal and the 
external reference are of sinewave form. Besides removing any doubt which may 
remain about the validity of phase specification for non-sinusoidal signals, this 
approach also avoids problems arising from waveform distortion when non-
sinusoidal signals are transmitted by a signal channel of finite bandwidth.

We shall begin by identifying the numerous components of a typical lock-in 
amplifier phase specification and then consider briefly the performance of a 
broad-band reference channel under swept-frequency conditions. The next step is 
to investigate how the phase accuracy of a lock-in system can be checked in 
practice. It turns out that the procedures involved are rigorous in the extreme and 
serve as useful guidelines to the more general problem of precision phase 
measurement with signals and systems. For this reason the principal sources of 
error in phase measurement are listed in a self-contained section, together with 
ways to minimize their effect. This last section enlarges on some of the more 
general properties of phase-sensitive detectors and lock-in amplifiers introduced 
so far, and shows how some key specifications can be brought to bear on a 
specific type of measurement problem.
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4.5.2 Phase accuracy: points of specification

We suppose that a sinewave signal and an in-phase sinewave reference are 
applied to a lock-in amplifier. In any practical system the relative phase of the 
signal and reference switching waveform measured at the phase-sensitive 
detector will have several components which can be written in the form

φ =  φR + ∆φR + ∆φs + φN(t)

Here φR represents the phase-shift dialled on the front panel of the lock-in 
amplifier, ∆φR is a static phase error associated with the reference control circuit 
and ∆φs represents a residual phase-shift in the signal channel which we assume 

is set to its maximum bandwidth. The quantity φ N(t) represents phase noise 
which is attributable to noise in the reference channel control circuit and has 
components distributed over a wide frequency range.

In principle, these individual sources of error could be evaluated separately, but 
this more likely to be done by the manufacturer who has access to the internal 
workings of the lock-in amplifier. Otherwise, it is difficult to devise a 
measurement which would isolate the two contributions ∆φR and ∆φs. 
Fortunately, in any application where phase is an important factor, it is usually 
sufficient to have a measure of the total phase error given as the sum of a static 
error ∆φR + ∆φs and a fluctuation component φN(t). We shall see how this 
information can be inferred from measurements carried out at the input and 
output terminals of the lock-in amplifier.

When comparing the phase specifications of competing equipments it is clearly 
necessary to check manufacturers’ data sheets very carefully. In some cases the 
static phase errors might be specified separately; in others, the figures quoted 
could be for composite phase errors. In either case the specifications will be 
frequency-dependent and show a deterioration towards the extremes of the 
recommended range of signal and reference frequencies. Also, it is usual to 
specify only the maximum anticipated value of static phase error at any spot 
frequency. If more detailed information is required, for example the phase error 
corresponding to a particular phase setting, φR, it is up to the user to devise his 
own measurement procedures following the guidelines given in later sections.

Fig.4.6 Static phase error of a typical broadband lock-in amplifier

Fig. 4.6 shows the composite, static, phase error of a typical broadband lock-in 
amplifier measured over the entire range of operating frequencies. This form of 
presentation, allied to a measure of the phase noise, is usually sufficient for all 
but the most demanding applications, but the figures given are strictly valid only 
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at a quoted value of laboratory temperature. A full specification will also give a 
measure of the anticipated phase drift as a function of temperature. It turns out 
that the phase drift is usually far more important than the phase noise in 
measurements involving the detection of small phase increments in a signal.

4.5.3 Phase noise (phase jitter) and phase drift

Phase noise (or phase jitter) is specified in such a way that its effect on precision 
phase measurements can be easily predicted.

We suppose that the lock-in amplifier is supplied with a stable sinewave signal 
and reference at the reference frequency of interest. The reference phase-shifter is
then adjusted to null the output from the phase-sensitive detector. The effect of 
reference channel phase noise is to give a residual fluctuation measured from the 
null point. Using the notation of the last section the net phase shift at the null 
point corresponds to a value

φ = φN(t) ± π/2

measured at the phase-sensitive detector.

When the total error due to noise is much less than one radian the phase-sensitive 
output of the lock-in amplifier approximates to (Section 4.1.2)

vN(t) = VF(Vs/SF) φNF(t)

The variation φNF(t) represents the low-frequency components of φN(t) which are 
transmitted by the output low-pass filter. Following the approach used in Section 
2.4, these are given by the convolution

φNF(t) = φN(t) ⊗ hL (t)

where hL(t) is the impulse response of the low-pass filter.

The phase noise of the lock-in amplifier is specified in terms of this filtered 
fluctuation and measured by measuring the r.m.s. value of the output voltage at a 
stated value of filter time constant. The measurement is carried out on a time 
scale which precludes the effect of temperature variations on the null position. 
The influence of noise in the signal channel is minimized by using a ‘clean’ 
sinewave signal at a low level of system gain. The phase noise is then calculated 
from

[φNF(t)]r.m.s.= (SF/VFVS)  ×  [vN(t)]r.m.s. ×  180/π

Here, the factor 180/π gives a conversion from radians to degrees. This 
conversion brings the specification to a standard form, a typical specification 
being:

phase noise:  0.01° r.m.s. at a reference frequency of 1 kHz,
 0.1 s time constant at 12 dB/octave.

In general, the r.m.s. phase noise will increase for reference frequencies at the 
extremes of the lock-in amplifier frequency range but its influence on the final 
output can always be reduced by switching to longer time constants. The effect of
phase noise is to introduce noise even when, for practical purposes, the output 
from the signal channel is noise free. In any event, its effect, like that of phase 
drift, is both phase-sensitive and proportional to signal amplitude and maximized 
when signal and reference are brought into quadrature at the phase-sensitive 
detector.
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Phase drift is recognized as a temperature-dependent deviation from the 
quadrature null point, observed under conditions where the instability of the 
phase-sensitive detector has negligible effect.

If any doubt persists, then the output contribution due to phase drift will be 
recognized by its variation with sensitivity setting while phase-sensitive detector 
drift can be observed under zero signal conditions, being dependent only on the 
output or expand gain.

The phase drift of a good-quality lock-in amplifier is of the order 0.03°/K. It is 
shown in Section 4.7.5 that the phase drift will usually make a far larger 
contribution to measurement errors than phase-sensitive detector instability when 
a lock-in amplifier is set up for precision phase measurement.

4.5.4 Reference channel slew rate

If a signal and reference are applied to a lock-in amplifier and the frequency is 
changed, the inertia of the reference channel control system will result in an 
instantaneous phase error known as phase ‘slip’. When the frequency stops 
changing the phase slip gives way to the pre-existing phase condition. In most 
commercial systems the phase slip θ and the rate of change of reference 
frequency are related by:

dfR/dt = AfRθ

where fR is the instantaneous reference frequency and A is a constant of the 
reference channel.

The rate of change of reference frequency corresponding to a phase slip of 5° is a 
frequency-dependent quantity known as reference channel slew rate. Slower rates
of change than the slew rate will give less phase slip. Faster rates of change give 
increased phase slip up to the point where phase control, and hence reference 
channel lock, is lost completely.

Fig. 4.7 Slew rate specification for a typical broadband lock-in amplifier

The phase slip of 5° represents the maximum phase error which could be tolerated
if swept-frequency meaurements are to be carried out to a reasonable level of 
precision. In most applications the slew rate is considered to be the maximum 
usable rate of change of reference frequency.

When slew rate is specified by means of a graph, the effect of an automatic 
changeover point in the reference channel is to divide the graph into two distinct 
regions as shown in Fig. 4.7. The system is then characterized by two values of 
the constant A, corresponding to operation with reference frequencies above and 
below the changeover point. In the light of the discussion given earlier we expect 
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the slew rate to be much lower below the changeover point where the response 
time of the control system is larger. In Fig. 4.7, the constants differ by a factor of 
100, which is typical of' many commercial systems.

The logarithmic dependence of slew rate on reference frequency means that slew 
rate can be translated into ‘minimum sweep time per decade’. Broadband 
reference channels are usually characterized by slew rates in the range 
1−5 seconds/decade in the frequency region above the changeover point.

4.6 Measurement of phase accuracy
4.6.1 Introduction

In measuring phase accuracy it may be sufficient to determine whether the 
relative phase of the signal and reference channels, as indicated on a front panel 
dial, is correct to within the limits specified by the manufacturer. In other cases, 
where phase is of critical importance, it may be necessary to make a detailed 
investigation of the relative phase-shift in order to catalogue system phase errors 
as a function of frequency and indicated phase. 

Problems arise in practice because the phase difference of the two waveforms 
appearing at the phase-sensitive detector is not directly accessible in a typical 
lock-in amplifier. This essential information must therefore be inferred from a 
series of auxiliary measurements made at the input and output sockets of the 
instrument. The usual procedure is to apply strictly in-phase sinewaves to the 
signal and reference inputs and then to check that the output from the phase- 
sensitive detector follows the cosφR law as the phase-shift φR is varied by means 
of the front-panel phase control. Ideally we should be able to interpret deviations 
from the cosφR law in terms of system phase errors, but this can be done only 
when other sources of external error have been eliminated. As we shall see, the 
procedures involved are rigorous to the extent that a lock-in system of the highest
precision can be made to appear second-rate if they are not properly applied.

The principal sources of error affecting phase measurements are given as follows:

(i) 'Trigger’ errors in the reference channel

(ii) Signal and applied reference not strictly in-phase

(iii) Errors due to oscillator distortion

(iv) Errors due to phase noise, phase drift and phase-sensitive detector instability

Ways of minimising these various sources of error are dealt with under separate 
headings below. It is hoped that these final sections will provide a useful cheek 
list for those with a special interest in phase measurements.

4.6.2 Trigger phase errors

Trigger errors are incurred at the ‘front end’ of the reference channel, in the input 
trigger circuit. The relevant waveforms are shown in Fig. 4.8.
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Fig. 4.8 Waveforms in a broadband trigger circuit

It is usual for the trigger circuit to be designed with a relatively large hysteresis 
band, vh of the order of 100 mV. The input is invariably a.c. coupled and we shall
assume that the phase-shift of the reference channel is to be generated with 
respect to the instant where the input waveform makes a positive zero crossing. 
Once ‘fired’, the output from the trigger circuit stays securely at a HIGH level 
and does not switch LOW until the input voltage falls below the hysteresis 
threshold. This is sufficiently removed from zero voltage to ensure that the 
trigger circuit is free from multiple triggering when the reference input is 
perturbed by low-level noise (amplitude up to 2vh. peak-to-peak). When the 
reference input has relatively low amplitude, the output waveform will be highly 
asymmetrical. However, this is corrected in the phase-control system which 
follows the trigger circuit.

If phase accuracy is an important consideration we must assume that the 
reference waveform is free from noise. In a precisely adjusted trigger circuit the 
output will then accurately reflect the positive zero crossings of the input. In 
practice, however, we must allow for a small error, ε, in defining the zero point as
illustrated in Fig. 4.9.

The phase error measured between the reference input and trigger output is 
simply

φε = sin–1ε/VR

    ≈  ε/VR radians, ε << VR

Thus, for a trigger phase error of 0.1° or less we have the condition

VR /ε  ≥  600

In a well designed circuit, ε can be held at a level of a few millivolts over the 
normal range of laboratory temperatures. For sinusoidal reference voltages, 
therefore, a peak-to-peak input of a few volts will be sufficient to ensure good 
trigger accuracy. Smaller inputs − of the order of 100 mV or so − will incur trigger
phase errors of up to 1°, which is comparable with the expected phase accuracy of
many systems. In fact, most manufacturers specify a reference level of 1 V r.m.s. 
for best accuracy.
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Fig.4.9 Trigger phase error

4.6.3 Defining in-phase signal and reference

The next problem is to ensure a strictly in-phase condition at the signal and 
reference inputs to the lock-in amplifier. Although oscillators are available giving
‘signal’ and ‘reference’ or ‘SYNC’ outputs, we cannot, in general, rely on these 
for the required phase precision. The only satisfactory way to achieve this is to 
derive both inputs from the same oscillator terminal using a resistive potential 
divider as shown in Fig. 4.10.

Fig. 4.10 Defining in-phase signal and reference voltages

In the arrangement shown it is assumed that the resistor R is much greater in 
value than the source resistance Rs and that R, in turn, is much less in value than 
the input resistance of both the signal and reference channels. The idea is that the 
screened cable connections to the lock-in amplifier are driven from sources of 
roughly equal resistance Rs. Provided that the screened cables are of equal length,
differential phase-shifts due to cable capacitance will then be kept at a minimum .

Cable capacitance is typically of the order of 100 pF per metre run. When 
operating at a reference frequency fR, the spurious phase-shift introduced by a 
cable of capacitance C connected to a signal source of resistance Rs is

θe = tan–1 −2πfRCRs
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Suppose we have C = 200 pF with Rs = 1 kΩ at a frequency of 10 kHz. The 

cable-related phase-shift is then about 0.7°, increasing to over 7° at fR = 100 kHz. 
Obviously an uncompensated phase-shift of this magnitude would be a serious 
source of error in any system set up for precision phase measurement.

4.6.4 Errors due to oscillator distortions

Let us now consider the requirements for the signal oscillator. If the accuracy of a
lock-in system is to be measured in terms of its response to a sinewave as the 
system phase is varied, then every step must be taken to ensure that a strictly 
sinusoidal input is applied. We cannot expect the measurement system to follow 
the cosφR law if the signal is grossly distorted; it follows that, for precision 
measurements, the distortion of the signal waveform must be correspondingly 
small.

The response of a phase-sensitive detector to a general periodic signal was 
considered in Section 3.5. From the results obtained there, it is obvious that the 
calculation of phase errors due to distortion components is a complicated 
business, suited more to numerical computation then to general analysis. Also to 
concentrate solely on the signal might distract attention from the reference which 
should similarly be free from distortion if misleading results are to be avoided.

To see why, let us turn to Fig. 4.11 which shows synchronous signal and 
reference voltages subjected to arbitrary harmonic distortion (greatly exaggerated
for emphasis). The effect of the harmonic components is to shift the zero 
crossings of the reference voltage relative to those of its fundamental component. 
As a result, the ‘zero-phase’ switching waveform triggered from the positive zero
crossings of the reference waveform exists in an arbitrary phase relationship with 
the fundamental component of either signal or reference.

Fig. 4.11 Phase error due to waveform distortion

There is a common misconception that a ‘fundamental only’ responding lock-in 
system automatically compensates for harmonic distortion in phase 
measurements, but this is clearly not the case. It is true that, if the system is able 
to suppress harmonic responses, then the null-shift procedures given in Section 
3.5 can be applied to bring the reference switching waveform directly into phase 
with the fundamental component of the signal. However, at this point the 
reference phase indicated by the phase-control dial will differ from zero degrees 
despite the precise synchronization of the externally applied voltages. The system
will indicate an apparent phase error θe, which depends on the level of distortion, 

and the output will vary according to cos (θR + θe), where θR is the set phase of 
the reference channel.
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When the lock-in system has harmonic responses, the null-shift procedures do not
generally apply to distorted signals and the cosine dependence is no longer 
obtained. To arrive at a bound on the level of distortion which can be tolerated, 
we can take the special case of second-harmonic distortion where the positive 
zero crossings of a signal or reference are shifted by up to D2/D1 radians relative 
to those of the fundamental component. Here, D1 and D2 are the magnitudes of 
the fundamental and distortion components, with D2 < < D1.

Second harmonic distortion at a level of 1% can therefore contribute an apparent 
phase error of up to 0.01 rad or 0.5°. On this basis, and taking additional 
experimental evidence into account, it appears that a total harmonic distortion of 
0.1% represents a suitable target for the signal/reference oscillator. Failure to 
achieve this target means that the oscillator contribution to phase error cannot be 
entirely ruled out: unfortunately this level of distortion is far below that of typical
laboratory oscillators. Oscillators of the ‘function generator’ variety often have 
harmonic distortion in excess of 2% or 3% and are usually quite unsuited to 
applications where phase accuracy is a critical factor.

4.6.5 Phase noise, phase drift and phase-sensitive detector 
instability

When the output of a phase-sensitive detector is maximized by adjusting phase, 
the response is first-order independent of phase variations due to noise and drift 
in the reference channel. In this condition, the main sources of error in precision 
measurements will be offset and drift in the phase-sensitive detector, which must 
be minimized by using the detection system in a ‘high stability’ mode as defined 
earlier.

In most lock-in amplifiers an adjustment is provided to trim the offset of the 
phase-sensitive detector before measurements begin, leaving the drift component 
as the principal limitation on precision. In a good-quality system this can be as 
low as 5 to 10 p.p.m./K, equivalent to 10 µV/K or less in a 10 V output, 
independent of the a.c. gain provided before phase-sensitive detection.

Instability in the reference channel has its worst-case effect when measurements 
are carried out close to the point where the phase is adjusted for an output ‘null’. 
The ability of the system to maintain a nulled output is then affected jointly by 
phase drift in the reference channel and output drift in the phase-sensitive 
detector.

If we suppose the system is first brought to a precise null condition, the 
subsequent variation of the output for a temperature change of 1 K can be 
expressed in the form

∆vo = Vs(VF/SF)φT ×  π/180 + VFδ

where φT is the phase drift (degrees/K) and δ is the fractional output stability of 
the phase-sensitive detector operating with a maximum ouput voltage VF at full-
scale sensitivity SF.

It was noted earlier that the contribution due to phase drift depends on signal 
magnitude and system sensitivity while the error due to phase-sensitive detector 
instability will be fixed for a given level of output gain. We shall assume that the 
latter is switched to its lowest possible value. The effect of phase-sensitive 
detector drift will then be negligible compared with the phase-drift contribution, 
provided:

Vs(VF/SF)φT ×  π/180 >> VFδ
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In most phase measurements the ratio Vs/SF  is either close to unity or deliberately
increased to the order of 10 or even 100 in order to enhance the phase-sensitivity 
of the system. Let us suppose that Vs/SF is made equal to 10, giving a net phase 

sensitivity of 10 VF volts/radian, while the phase drift is specified as 0.03°/K. If 
the drift of the phase-sensitive detector is not to dominate the final measurement 
it must satisfy the condition

δ << 0.0052 (∼ 5000 p.p.m./K)

We have seen that this criterion is easily satisfied with modern lock-in 
equipment. The conclusion is that phase drift in the reference channel is likely to 
make a much larger contribution to errors in phase measurement than phase-
sensitive detector instability.

So far we have ignored the effect of short-ternm fluctuations due to phase noise. 
The time scale of these fluctuations is such that their contribution to the final 
output can always be reduced by increasing the output time constant. Usually the 
residual noise has minimal affect when setting the phase for a null output, its 
worst effect being to obscure the system response to small phase variations.

At reasonably large time constants the r.m.s. value of the output fluctuation due 
to phase noise is usually much less than the long-term deviation due to 
temperature related phase drift. In this case, the smallest incremental phase-shift 
which could be measured over a period of time would be comparable with the 
uncertainty due to phase-drift in the reference channel.

4.7 References
Discussion on the systems aspects of lock-in amplifiers is confined, for the most 
part to manufacturer’s data sheets and application notes. See, for example:

1 'Specifying lock-in amplifiers’. Technical Note 116, Princeton Applied 
Research Corp., Princeton, NJ.

2 MUNROE, D.M. (1973): The heterodyning lock-in amplifier’ Technical 
Bulletin, Ithaca Corp., Ithaca, NY.
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CHAPTER 5

Two-phase lock-in amplifiers

5.1 Introduction

Fig. 5.1 Two-phase lock in amplifier

Two-phase lock-in amplifiers incorporate a pair of phase-sensitive detectors 
operated with quadrature reference waveforms as shown in Fig. 5.1. They were 
originally envisaged as a means of measuring the in-phase and quadrature 
components of a synchronous sinewave signal, a typical application being in 
network analysis as depicted in Fig. 5.2.

Fig. 5.2 Two-phase lock-in amplifier used in network analysis. The vector
computer converts the ‘in-phase’ and ‘quadrature’ outputs to 
polar form

For a lock-in amplifier with full-scale sensitivity SF and output voltage swing ±VF

the output voltages VA and VB following the low-pass filters are:

VA = Vs(VF/SF) cosφ

VB = Vs(VF/SF) sinφ
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where Vs is the r.m.s. value of the signal and the ratio VF/SF gives the scaling 
factor of the lock-in amplifier.

The ‘vector computer’ indicated in Fig. 5.2 has become a standard feature of 
commercial two-phase lock-in amplifiers. This is an electronic circuit which 
operates on the two output voltages VA and VB to produce voltages proportional 

to signal amplitude VS and the relative phase φ, giving:

Vo = Vs(VF/SF) = (VA
2 + VB

 2)½,

φ = tan–1 VB/VA

Two-phase lock-in amplifiers can thus display their outputs in either cartesian or 
polar form and are generally associated with measurements in two main areas. 
The first includes applications which make use of the quadrature components of a
signal such as a.c. bridge measurements, Nyquist plotting and general impedance 
measurements. The second involves applications where signal magnitude is to be 
measured in the face of large phase variations and the polar form of the output is 
particularly valuable. Experiments using a swept-frequency signal and reference 
usually fall into this category.

The most powerful systems currently available are those which are capable of 
suppressing harmonic responses and so behave as if the signal is multiplied by a 
sinewave. These more advanced systems − to be described further in Chapters 8 
and 9 − will respond only to the fundamental component of a periodic non-
sinusoidal signal. In the case of two-phase systems with fundamental-only 
response, the amplitude of the fundamental component of a signal and its phase 
shift relative to the reference can be measured in a true ‘vector’ mode without 
ambiguity.

When the lock-in amplifier is of the conventional type and subject to the 
harmonic responses of the phase-sensitive detector, the application of a vector 
computer is only meaningful when the signal is of sinewave form. Also, we shall 
find that the vector computer falls short of the ideal when signals are very noisy, 
resulting in a severe limitation on dynamic range. There is, therefore, a good case
for investigating two-phase techniques which extend the benefits of phase-
tracking to non-sinusoidal signals while retaining the noise rejection inherent in 
the synchronous detection process.

It is significant that the majority of two-phase systems are catalogued as ‘lock-in 
analysers’ by their manufacturers, thereby emphasising their role in the analysis 
of both signals and systems. In support of this we shall be reviewing the 
operation of two-phase systems as wave analysers and spectrum analysers and in 
other applications where noise is not identified as a particular problem. This is in 
addition to a brief survey of some ‘classic’ two-phase applications. Features 
common to most of these applications are the need for wide dynamic range and 
the ability to operate with extremely high resolution in the frequency domain. We
should also add ‘cost- effectiveness’ to this list. The relatively low cost of lock-in
systems allied to their versatility and the possibility of computer-control (Chapter
10) increases their appeal as general-purpose measurement tools.

5.2 Examples of ‘classic’ two-phase applications
5.2.1 A.C. bridge balancing

The ability of two-phase lock-in amplifiers to simultaneously measure the in-
phase and quadrature components of a low-level signal perturbed by noise makes 
them ideally suited to null detection on a.c. bridges. A typical experimental 
arrangement with a four-arm bridge is depicted in Figure 5.3. The bridge output 
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is fed to the differential inputs of a preamplifier or directly to the lock-in 
amplifier if this has a differential input stage. The notes on signal connections 
and on the disruption of ground loops given in Appendix 6 are highly relevant to 
this particular application.

Fig. 5.3 A.C. bridge balancing using a two-phase lock-in amplifier

The lock-in amplifier is referenced directly from the bridge excitation source with
zero phase shift in the reference channel. The in-phase and quadrature 
components of the bridge output voltage are measured with respect to the 
reference voltage and displayed directly on the twin outputs of the lock-in 
amplifier.

Using the notation of Fig. 5.3 the residual output voltage from the bridge is:

Vo = 

€ 

Z4

Z1 + Z4

− Z3

Z2 + Z3

 ⎡

 ⎣
 ⎢

 ⎤

 ⎦
 ⎥Vi

Where Z1 etc. represent the complex impedances of the bridge arms. The balance 
condition for a null output is now:

Z1Z3 = Z2Z4

And balance is only achieved when the real and imaginary parts of Z1Z3 and Z2Z4 

are separately equal.

Putting the impedances in the form:

Z = R + jX

we obtain the balance conditions:

   Re {Z1Z3}= Re {Z2Z4}

R1R3 − X1X3 = R2R4 − X2X4

and

   Im {Z1Z3} = Im {Z2Z4}

R1X3 + X1R3 = R2X4 + X2R4

We must avoid the pitfall of assuming that the in-phase and quadrature 
components of the bridge output can be separately and uniquely identified with 
each of the balance conditions. This has been responsible for abortive attempts to 
null one component independently of the other. Even worse is the incorrect 
assumption that the in-phase component can be nulled by balancing resistive 
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elements and the quadrature component nulled by balancing reactances.* In 
general, we must expect that balance is obtained when the in-phase and 
quadrature components are both zero and that each component will only be zero 
when each of the null conditions is satisfied.

This rather pessimistic conclusion is tempered in practice by the relative ease of 
use of the two-phase lock-in amplifier in this application. No adjustments are 
required except to the sensitivity control which can be switched to register deeper
and deeper nulls as balancing proceeds. This should be contrasted to 
measurement with a single-phase lock-in amplifier which would require continual
switching between in-phase and quadrature components to cheek the outcome of 
the smallest adjustment.

Null detection makes full use of the noise-rejection properties of the lock-in 
system, but is subject to a source of error resulting from distortion on the bridge 
excitation oscillator. If the bridge is frequency selective it should be possible to 
achieve a null at the fundamental excitation frequency, leaving a residual voltage 
in the output made up from the distortion components of the oscillator. These are,
of course, harmonically related to the excitation − and hence the reference − 
frequency. If these unwanted components are allowed to contribute to the output 
of the lock-in amplifier, an error will result in the determination of the null point.

Even when the excitation oscillator is of exceptionally high purity it is probable 
that non-linearities in the bridge elements will contribute measurable harmonic 
components in the bridge output. This applies particularly to bridges containing 
cored inductors and includes some important examples as the Maxwell, Owen 
and Carey-Foster bridge configurations.

The only solution is to use a lock-in amplifier with fundamental-only response, 
and this has become the preferred type of system in bridge balancing 
applications.

The extremely high sensitivity of lock-in systems, obtained through the use of 
external preamplifiers, means that in critical applications the level of excitation 
can be drastically reduced to avoid excessive dissipation in the bridge elements. 
The entire detection system including all connections to the bridge should be 
designed very carefully to avoid ground-loop problems, particularly if detection 
is envisaged down to a level of tens of nanovolts.

The scaling factor of lock-in amplifiers is such that a bridge offset voltage of this 
order could be made to provide a response of up to 10 V from the phase-sensitive 
detector. Such an output could then be used to provide a feedback signal for a 
control system; for example a temperature control system where the bridge 
balances about a 'set' point corresponding to a particular temperature.

5.2.2 A. C. impedance measurements

We shall use the example of semiconductor capacitance measurement which uses
an experimental set-up similar to that shown in Fig. 5.4

The voltage source at the frequency of interest is arranged to have a very small 
output impedance by virtue of the attenuator and is coupled to the device under 
test by a large capacitor CB. Application of a d.c. voltage VDC causes CB to 
charge and develop a ramp voltage VBIAS which is applied to the device under test
together with the a.c. excitation vs. The device under test is terminated at the 

* This misconception probably arises because of confusion with the method for a.c. impedance 
determination described in the next section.
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virtual earth input of the current amplifier, and so sustains the full input voltage  
vs + VBIAS.

The signal current is now:

Is = vs [Gx + jBx],   Bx = ωCx

Which comprises components in phase and in quadrature with the excitation 
source.

When the phase of the reference channel is set correctly, the in-phase output of 
the lock-in amplifier becomes proportional to Gx and the quadrature output 
becomes proportional to Bx.

Fig. 5.4 Semiconductor capacitance measurement. Provision is made to 
apply a ramp bias voltage to the device under test

The system can be set up for phase and sensitivity as follows. First of all the 
output from the excitation source is adjusted to give as large an a.c. voltage as is 
allowable across the device under test. A suitable full-scale meter reading for Cx 
is chosen and a capacitor of this value is put in the test point. The reference phase
is then adjusted to give no output from the in-phase phase-sensitive detector and 
the overall sensitivity is adjusted to give a full-scale reading on the quadrature 
output. The phasing can be recheeked by inserting a non-reactive resistor at the 
test point when it should be observed that the quadrature output is zero.

Fig. 5.5 Measurement of low impedances. The series resistor Rs is chosen 

so that Rs >>| Zx|

An alternative approach is often used when the impedance to be measured has 
very low magnitude in the frequency range of interest. This is to supply the 
device under test from a source of relatively high impedance and to use a voltage 
amplifier as shown in Fig. 5.5. When the series resistor Rs >> | Zx|  the device 
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under test is supplied with substantially constant current vi/Rs which is in-phase 
with the signal source. The voltage developed across Zx is then, to a good 
approximation:

vs = vi (Rx + jXx)/Rs

This method is most appropriate when accurate results are to he obtained with 
very low power dissipation in the device under test. The notes on amplifier noise 
matching given in Appendix 5 are relevant when the output voltages are 
particularly low since it is difficult to maintain a good noise figure when 
amplifying from a source of very low impedance. Fortunately, lock-in amplifiers 
are usually supported by a range of preamplifiers and matching transformers 
which enable a near-optimum noise match to be obtained under a wide range of 
signal and source conditions.

5.2.3 Phase measurements

We can identify three main types of application where the relative phase of a 
signal is to be measured, each of which involves the lock-in amplifier in a 
different set of measuring procedures.

The first is where the phase-shift of a sinewave signal is to be measured with 
respect to a reference voltage to a high order of precision. This can be achieved 
using the null-shift procedure introduced in Section 3.5, carried out with regard to
the precautionary measures given at the end of Chapter 4. The null-shift 
procedure brings the signal and reference in phase at the phase-sensitive detector,
whereupon the phase-shift of the signal can be read directly from the reference 
channel phase settings. Either a single-phase or a two-phase lock-in amplifier can
be used in this type of measurement.

The second type of measurement involves the detection of small phase variations 
or small phase increments on a signal. The lock-in amplifier is then set up to 
operate as a linear phase detector by defining a ‘null’ condition with the signal 
and reference in quadrature at the phase-sensitive detector. The two-phase lock-in
amplifier comes into its own in this type of application because the amplitude of 
the signal can be continuously monitored on the in-phase phase-sensitive detector
while the phase variations of interest are monitored on the quadrature channel. 
The accuracy to which a two-phase system can maintain quadrature between the 
two phase- sensitive detectors is usually of a very high order, typically 0.1° at 
mid-band. In practice, any departure from ‘true’ quadrature can be compensated 
when nulling the output from the quadrature channel, leaving the system to 
register small phase increments to a high level of precision. Sources of error are 
the phase noise and phase drift of the reference channel and the output drift of the
phase-sensitive detector. These must be taken into account as described in 
Section 4.6.5.

The general rule is to operate with the maximum possible value of time constant 
in order to minimize fluctuations due to phase noise and to operate at the best 
achievable output stability, that is with the minimum value of expand gain 
following the phase-sensitive detector. The overall sensitivity to phase variations 
can then be enhanced by increasing the a.c. gain of the system. This is a 
legitimate step to take in a system with large dynamic reserve; even though the 
output from the in-phase channel may now be greater than full-scale, the 
quadrature output will maintain a linear response to small phase variations 
provided the allowable input swing to the phase-sensitive detector is not 
exceeded. As demonstrated in Section 4.6.5, it is usually possible to overcome 
the drift of the phase-sensitive detector to give a measurement accuracy limited 
only by the phase drift of the reference channel. In extreme cases, entire lock-in 
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systems have been enclosed in environmental chambers to stabilize operating 
conditions and minimize temperature-dependent phase errors.

The final type of measurement is the exclusive preserve of two-phase systems, 
where continuously changing phase angles in the range 0° to 360° are to be 
monitored without adjusting the controls of the lock-in amplifier. A two-phase 
lock-in amplifier with a vector computer is normally used in this situation; 
however, when the signal is particularly noisy, a vector tracking system of the 
type described in Section 5.4 often provides a more accurate measure of phase 
shift.

5.3 Noise limitations of the vector computer
The ability to measure the amplitude of signals independently of phase setting 
has proved to be so attractive that commercial systems have become available in 
which the vector magnitude provides the sole output. Aimed specifically at the 
spectroscopy market, these systems offer ease of use with the phase control 
entirely eliminated, and have become known as ‘phase-insensitive’ detectors or 
p.i.ds. There are, in addition, many research workers operating with conventional 
two-phase systems who habitually make use of the vector computer output in 
routine signal recovery applications as opposed to precision vector analysis. In 
view of this, it is appropriate to investigate the behaviour of the vector computer 
when the signal is noisy and subject to large variations in amplitude - as might be
expected in a typical spectroscopy application. We, therefore, begin with an input
to the lock-in amplifier of the form:

v(t) = √2 Vs sin (ωst + φs) + n(t)

where n(t) represents wideband random noise which accompanies the signal.

The response of a synchronous detection system to random noise components is 
discussed in Appendix 3 and the effect of the harmonic responses of a phase-
sensitive detector have been reviewed in Section 3.3. The net result is that a two-
phase system produces output voltages

VA = [Vs cos φ + nA(t)] VF/SF

VB = [Vs sin φ + nB(t)] VF/SF

where nA(t) and nB(t) are uncorrelated noise voltages derived from the 
components of n(t) which originate close to the reference frequency and its odd 
harmonics.

The prime advantage of synchronous detection methods over competing 
techniques is that the residual noise voltages which filter to the final output 
appear with zero average value and so make no net d.c. contribution to the overall
response. As explained in Chapter 2, this is a result of the essential linearity of 
the synchronous detection process. Bearing this in mind, let us now consider the 
effects of subjecting the output voltages VA and VB to a stage of non-linear 
processing, using a vector computer. This provides an output voltage:

Vo = (VA
2 + VB

2)½

The most noticeable effect of the vector computer is observed under zero or low 
signal conditions. The system output then becomes:

Vo = [nA
2(t) + nB

2(t)]½ VF/SF

The squaring operation ensures that Vo can take only positive values and is thus 
equivalent to a stage of rectification. The zero signal output is then a fluctuating 
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unipolar waveform having a non-zero average value which we shall denote by the
symbol ∆:

∆ = Ave. value [nA
2 (t) + nB

2(t)]1/2 VF/SF

It is not necessary to enter into detailed calculations to predict the general effect 
of this noise offset in the output. If we assume that the input noise is fixed while 
the signal is allowed to vary, then the input signal-to-noise ratio must be greater 
than some threshold value before the response to the signal begins to register in 
the final output. The system will be subject to gross measurement errors for 
signals close to the noise threshold; calculations then show that the average 
output voltage due to the signal must be greater than 5∆ before the vector 
computer is in error by less than 21/2%. The error decreases rapidly as the signal 
increases beyond this point, falling as the square of the signal.

When operating a spectrometer under noisy conditions the effect of a vector 
computer will be to introduce distortions on small features close to the baseline. 
An estimate of the noise offset, ∆, should always be made at the outset, therefore,
to predict the range over which a linear response can be obtained. Fortunately, in 
many cases, this is easily achieved by temporarily shutting off the signal. If this 
cannot be done without losing the noise, an alternative method of estimating the 
noise offset is given by first of all estimating the fluctuation on either of the 
output voltages VA or VB. When operating with large time constants and 
correspondingly long response times this can be measured in terms of the peak-
to-peak fluctuation of the output meter; otherwise it will be necessary to observe 
the fluctuation by connecting VA or VB directly to an oscilloscope. The value of 
the noise offset is then given to a good approximation by:

∆ = Vp-p/4

where Vp-p is the observed peak-to-peak fluctuation in volts. If the resulting value

of ∆ is judged to be too high compared with the smallest value of output voltage 
then the most obvious step is to reduce the fluctuations nA and nB by increasing 
the time constants on both phase-sensitive detectors. It will be recalled that the 
r.m.s. fluctuation is reduced in proportion to the square root of the time constant; 
hence increasing the time constant by a factor of 10 brings a reduction of √10 in 
∆.

In cases where the maximum allowable time constant is established by 
considerations such as spectrometer scan time, it is common practice to accept a 
relatively poor output signal-to-noise ratio and then to introduce a stage of post-
detector averaging. In most cases this consists of crude averaging ‘by eye’ of 
output chart records, while in others, use is made of signal averagers and 
waveform ‘eductors’ which store and average the results of several successive 
scans to a high degree of precision. Unfortunately, even these relatively 
sophisticated techniques cannot restore the loss of dynamic range incurred 
through the use of a vector computer. In general, the success of any averaging 
technique depends upon the noise having zero average value. It follows that the 
best place for such equipment is directly on the output of the phase-sensitive 
detector. In fact, this should present no problem in spectroscopic measurements 
where signal and reference usually exist in a fixed phase relationship at all times.

5.4 Vector tracking
When operating a broadband harmonically responding lock-in amplifier the use 
of a vector computer is restricted to sinusoidal signals. Also, if the signal is very 
noisy and the maximum allowable time constant is restricted by external factors 
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(such as spectrometer scan time), the vector computer can impose a limitation on 
dynamic range.

We shall now investigate a mode of operation known as vector tracking which 
overcomes the noise limitations of the vector computer while retaining the ability
to monitor the magnitude of non-sinusoidal signals independently of reference 
phase setting. The method is, in effect, an automated version of the null-shift 
procedures discussed in Section 3.5 and uses a two-phase system in the 
configuration illustrated in Fig. 5.6.

Fig. 5.6 Vector-track configuration

The arrangement operates as a closed-loop control system in which the output of 
phase-sensitive detector B is integrated and fed back to control a voltage-
controlled phase-shifter in the reference channel. The control conditions are such 
that the net input to the integrator is zero at all times, which implies that the 
phase-shift is automatically adjusted to enforce a null condition at the output of 
phase-sensitive detector B. The reference phase at phase-sensitive detector A is 
displaced by 90° and will always yield a maximum response for signals which are
‘symmetrical’ in the sense defined in Section 3.5. Otherwise, the response will 
not necessarily be a maximum.* The best that we can say in the general case is 
that the phase is controlled to a well-defined condition which ensures that a 
consistent measure of signal magnitude can be obtained under adverse conditions,
irrespective of the initial phase setting of the lock-in amplifier.

Vector tracking systems can accommodate variations in signal phase-shift up to a 
limit set by the voltage-controlled phase-shifter, usually ±100°. When the phase-
shifter follows a linear law over its full range, the internal feedback voltage 
becomes directly proportional to the phase offset of the reference channel and can
be scaled and displayed on a meter calibrated in degrees. If the signal requires a 
phase offset greater than the range of the phase-shifter it will be necessary to 
change quadrants by switching increments of 90° from the front-panel phase 
controls. The phase offset can then be obtained by adding the set phase of the 
reference channel to the phase indicated by the output meter.

The capacitive feedback of the control-loop integrator is usually switched from 
the time-constant control of phase-sensitive detector B which should now be 
treated as a means of adjusting the transient response of the overall system. The 
control loop contains one integrating element which is readily identifiable, but in 

* Unless of course the system is fundamental-only responding. In this case, a control loop based on 
the null-shift procedure will always maximize the response to the fundamental component of a non-
sinusoidal periodic waveform.
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examining the system response we must also take into account the behaviour of 
the voltage-controlled phase-shifter. This cannot respond instantaneously to 
changes in the feedback voltage and will be characterized by a time constant 
which enters the control loop equations. As a result, the overall system has a 
response which is at least second-order and liable to exhibit oscillatory transients 
following abrupt changes in signal or reference-channel phase-shift. The 
erstwhile time-constant control on channel B is important in this respect as it can 
be used to control the damping of the system and adjusted to give a response free 
from excessive over- shoot, increased damping being equivalent to a longer time-
constant selection.

The amplitude of the signal also influences the behaviour of the control loop 
since any change in amplitude is equivalent to adjusting the internal gain of the 
system. The effect is to bring about an increase in damping coupled to an increase
in response time as the signal is reduced. If the transient response of the system is
important in a particular application, the recommended procedure is to adjust the 
damping at maximum signal strength knowing that the damping can only 
increase* when the amplitude is reduced in the course of an experiment.

A vector tracking lock-in amplifier can thus ensure that the detection system is 
brought to a well-defined condition for all types of periodic signal. This is 
achieved with minimal effort on the part of the user and without generating 
spurious offsets at the output due to rectified noise components. Vector tracking 
can be advantageous under many circumstances, but it must be remembered that 
if a non-sinusoidal signal suffers large phase variations in the experiment under 
investigation then it is possible that the waveform will also change and that the 
overall calibration of the measurement system will vary accordingly. The only re-
course here is to use a lock-in system which responds only to the fundamental 
component of a synchronous signal. This would include systems using a signal 
channel with a tuned filter which were discussed in Section 4.4. In this case the 
vector track mode serves to compensate phase variations caused by signal 
frequency drift relative to the centre frequency of the tuned filter.

5.5 Asynchronous operation

5.5.1 Introduction

Up to this point we have assumed that the two-phase lock-in amplifier is 
operating with the signal and reference precisely synchronized. In this section we 
shall be relaxing this restriction and looking at the possibilities of using a two-
phase system fitted with a vector computer in applications where the signal and 
reference are asynchronous. This will provide a background to the numerous 
applications where two-phase lock-in amplifiers are used as wave analysers and 
for high-resolution spectrum analysis.

5.5.2 Operation as a wave analyser

It has been established that the response of a synchronous detection system to an 
asynchronous sinewave signal has the form of a ‘beat’ component at the 
difference frequency of the signal and reference. In practice, the only beat 
components which survive to perturb the final output are those which correspond 
to a frequency difference less than the bandwidth of the output low-pass filter.

* These observations on response should be contrasted with these given in chapter 7 in relation to 
phase-locked loops. We will find there that damping is reduced along with the signal level. The 
difference is due to a modification of the integrator in phase-locked operation which gives 
independent control of damping and response time (loop bandwidth). This feature is not usually 
included in standard vector systems as supplied by manufacturers.
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Suppose a lock-in amplifier with output voltage swing ± VF and a full-scale 

sensitivity SF is provided with a reference at frequency ωR and an asynchronous 
signal:

Vs(t) = √2 Vs sin (ωst + φs)

where the phase angle φs is referred to some common time origin. When ωs ≅  ωR 

the final output will be sinusoidal at frequency ∆ω = | ωs −ωR|  with amplitude and
phase determined by the frequency-response of the low-pass filter:

HL(jω) = AL(ω) exp jθL(ω)

AL(0) = 1

The final output thus takes the form:

VB(t) = Vs(VF/SF)AL(∆ω)sin [∆ωt + φR  − φs + θL(∆ω)]

If VA and VB are now applied to a vector computer capable of handling time-
varying signals the system will indicate a signal magnitude:

Vo = [VA
2 (t) + VB

2(t)]½

     = Vs(VF/SF)AL (∆ω)

This is a static response which can be maximized by carefully tuning the 
reference signal to the frequency of the asynchronous signal. If the latter 
represents a signal of interest, the two-phase lock-in amplifier provides a means 
of amplitude determination when a synchronous reference signal is not available. 
This approach offers an advantage over conventional, heterodyning, wave 
analysers in that the detection bandwidth is determined by the properties of a 
low-pass filter and can consequently be made very small indeed.

In deriving the response it was assumed that the quadrature phase-sensitive 
detectors were supplied with identical low-pass filters. Indeed, if these are not 
perfectly matched, the output of the vector computer appears modulated at 
frequencies related to the difference frequency ∆ω. Also, as we have remarked, 
the vector computer must be able to give a true response to time-varying signals. 
The usual design target is for a bandwidth in excess of 10 kHz, enabling 
operation over a wide range of filter time constants.

5.5.3 High-resolution spectrum analysis

In the present discussion the only distinction we wish to make between a wave 
analyser and a spectrum analyser is that the latter is furnished with a swept-
frequency reference and is usually coupled to some form of display such as an 
oscilloscope or chart recorder. A typical set-up is shown in Fig. 5.7.
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When the signal of interest is characterized by a mixture of frequency 
components distributed over a wide frequency range the harmonic responses of a 
conventional broadband lock-in amplifier can have a serious affect both on the 
distribution and accuracy of the components in the final read-out. For this reason,
it is virtually mandatory to use a system with fundamental-only response in this 
type of application.

In spectrum-analyser mode, the response to a single Fourier component of the 
signal has a ‘line shape’ equivalent to one of the lock-in amplifier transmission 
windows discussed in Section 3.3. The frequency resolution obtainable is thus 
equal to twice the bandwidth of the low-pass filter and is given by:

∆f = 1/(πTo)

This result gives the −3dB resolution for a 6dB/octave filter with time constant TO 
and the −6dB resolution for a 12dB/octave filter.

In deciding on the rate of frequency sweep in this and any other swept-frequency 
application in the slew rate of the reference channel defined in Chapter 4 must be 
taken into consideration. The main reason for using a lock-in amplifier is, 
however, that it represents a relatively inexpensive way of obtaining 
measurements with a very high resolution in the frequency domain. It is found, 
almost invariably, that this resolution − and hence the output filter bandwidth − 
sets the main limitation on the rate of frequency sweep; high resolution is only 
obtained at the expense of long observation times.

This is illustrated by Fig. 5.8. Fig. 5.8(a) demonstrates the ability of a two-phase 
lock-in system to resolve 10 Hz sidebands centered on a signal frequency of 
10 kHz. The display was obtained at a resolution of 1 Hz and required a sweep 
rate of 0.2 Hz/s. The overall frequency sweep from 9975 Hz to 10025 Hz thus 
took approximately 4 minutes. The penalty of using too high a scan rate is 
illustrated in Fig. 5.8(b) for a single spectral line. As in all spectrum analyser 
work a rapid scan leads to a distorted display with the line peak shifted in the 
direction of the frequency sweep,

The oscillatory nature of the response under fast sweep conditions is 
characteristic of system using filters of low order, giving roll-offs of 6 dB or 
12 dB/octave. The oscillatory effect is not generally observed on conventional 
spectrum analysers which use bandpass filters of much higher order, although the
shift of the spectral peak is observed.
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Fig. 5.8 (a) High resolution spectrum obtained with a two-phase lock-in 

amplifier; (b) line distortion resulting from a rapid scan

When deciding upon measurement bandwidth in a lock-in amplifier based system
the maximum acceptable value should be taken, corresponding to the smallest 
acceptable value of output time-constant on the two phase-sensitive detectors. 
This is because the allowable sweep rate, R (Hz/s) has an inverse dependence on 
the square of the time constant (subject, of course, to the slew rate limitation of 
the reference channel not being exceeded). For a distortion-free display the sweep
rate R should satisfy the criteria:

R = 1/(50 To
2),   6 dB/octave filter

R = 1/(100 To
2),   12 dB/octave filter

Note that the better frequency resolution of a 12 dB/octave filter demands a 
correspondingly longer sweep rate. To see the practical significance of these 
criteria suppose we wish to measure the frequency components of a signal 
appearing in the range 950Hz to 1050 Hz at a resolution of 10 Hz using a 
6 dB/octave filter. The required value of time constant is:

To = 1/(10π) ≅  30 ms

The recommended sweep rate for a distortion-free display is now:

R = 1/(50 To
2)

   = 22.2 Hz/s

The total frequency scan required is 100 Hz; hence the minimum scan time must 
be 4.5 s. If, in a subsequent measurement, the frequency resolution was required 
to be 1 Hz, the scan time would have to be increased to 450 s, a figure which 
emphasizes the need to work with the maximum possible bandwidth.

To conclude, it is worth giving another set of criteria which can speed up the 
measurement process in some circumstances. These give the sweep rate required 
to display a spectral line with an error of less than 2% in amplitude, accompanied
by a small shift in the response peak but with negligible distortion otherwise. The
criteria are much less stringent than before:

R ≤  1/(4 To
2),   6 dB/octave filter
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R ≤  1/(8 To
2),   12 dB/octave filter

Under these conditions, the shift of the line peak will be less than the system 
resolution, giving an overall accuracy quite adequate for preliminary 
measurements.

5.6 References

References and further two-phase applications:
1 ‘The automatic measurement of semiconductor junction capacitance’. 

Application Report 5, Brookdeal Electronics, Bracknell, England

2 ‘Bridge balancing and the two-phase lock-in amplifier’. Application Note 
104B; and ‘Engineering applications of the lock-in amplifier’. Application 
Note 146. Princeton Applied Research Corp., Princeton, NJ
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